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Section 1 – Executive Summary
1.1

The NBPA 14th Annual Training Conference and AGM 2004 took place at The
Warren, Bromley on the 30th and 31st October 2014 and was sponsored by
the British Transport Police, City of London Police and the Metropolitan
Police.

1.2

178 delegates from 33 police forces attended the conference. The largest
contingent of BPA delegates represented at the conference was as follows;
Metropolitan Police (15), City of London Police (13), Avon and Somerset (9),
British Transport Police (7) and Kent (7). The conference was well attended
from BPA representatives from Wales and Police Scotland.

1.3

Representatives from six organisations ranging from the College of Policing
to the Police and Crime Commissioner from Surrey also attended the
conference.

1.4

High calibre speakers from the fields of politics, policing and community on a
national and international level addressed the conference. Each of the
speakers shared the view that it is essential for the police to be representative
of the community it serves and that the NBPA is an important and relevant
organisation, which will enable the police to achieve its vision.

1.5

Whilst the response rate to the conference evaluation was low at 30.3%, the
analysis of qualitative findings indicates that the NBPA Executive delivered a
successful, well-organised and informative conference.

“This was one of the best conferences I have been to. The content, the
speakers and the fact there was also government and persons of high rank
at the conference, cemented the importance of the conference.”
Female PO, Merseyside, 5 years service.
!
1.6

In commissioning this report, the NBPA President requested that it provide an
overview of pertinent and emerging race/policing issues which will affect the
NBPA and its members. However, an unintended consequence of the report
has been the uncovering of a number of inherent organisational ‘challenges’
within the NBPA. The report author believes that these ‘challenges’ are
historic and inherited.

1.7

Due to the nature of the ‘challenges’ identified. The report author advised the
NBPA President and General Secretary that it was prudent for the
‘challenges’ and the way forward identified in the report to be strictly for the
attention of the NBPA Executive. This was on the grounds that some of the
content could be used negatively by those hostile to the NBPA to undermine
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it. It was agreed that the report author would develop two reports; one public
facing which would only contain the conference speeches and workshop
notes; the other an internal report for the NBPA Executive geared towards
enabling the NBPA to strengthen its capacity and competence.
1.8

This report is the internal document. It contains the full report findings and
strategy details. The preliminary findings of which were presented under
Chatham House Rules by the report author to the NBPA Executive on the 5th
February in Cardiff.

1.9

The 'conference evaluation' element of the report has identified that the
challenges are rooted in an apparent failure to recognise the importance of
evaluation frameworks as an integral feature of conferences and events.
Quite simply the NBPA does not have a performance management regime.

1.10

Information gathered as a result of this report reveals that the NBPA does not
monitor key information about its members or the issues they face. This
must change. In a political environment in which race has been replaced by
diversity and kicked into the 'long-grass’, it is vital that the NBPA justifies its
existence and relevance. An outcomes focussed performance management
regime, is essential for the NBPA to develop, implement and embed for three
reasons:
1. First, it will enable the leadership to understand what is going on at
the local and national level.
2. Secondly, it will enable the NBPA to identify and prioritise issues,
which are pertinent to its membership.
3. Thirdly, it will provide the evidence base for funding applications.
Thereby enabling the NBPA to generate income and be selfsufficient.

1.11

This report has identified that the NBPA is not sufficiently 'locked' into
governance arrangements of those organisations tasked by Government to
advance the agenda of BME staff in the police. Neither is it fully sighted into
parliamentary business (in particular select committees) whose aim is to
understand and address issues around race and policing.

1.12

These revelations require the NBPA and in particular its leadership to 'step
up' and be more strategic both internally and in its relationships with its
partners. It needs to move from being seen as a group on the 'periphery' and
an 'after-thought' to a group at the centre. A group recognised as central to
enabling the police to understand and address issues of race and racism in
policing.

1.13

In a climate of extensive policing reform under the Coalition Government and
a forthcoming general election, the NBPA Executive is advised to use this
conference report as the starting point to usher in a new way of working.
Underpinned by an outcomes focussed performance management culture
and sufficiently locked into governance arrangements of those organisations
tasked by government to advance the agenda of BME staff in the Police.
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1.14

It must be acknowledged that whilst this conference report was limited in
scope, it has unmasked a number of issues, which require the urgent
attention of the NBPA Executive. This report contains a number of
recommendations. They stem from the conference, the conference evaluation
findings and desk research. The headline findings are presented below.
1.15

Headline Findings

1.15.1 Performance Management

1.15.4 Communication

Employment Performance Monitoring

The NBPA does not communicate or
share best practice effectively with
both its rank and file members and its
local chapters.

The NBPA lacks an effective
performance management regime
within which to collate, monitor and
analyse membership, issues and
analyse trends faced by members at
national and local level.
1.15.2 Performance Management –
Conference

1.15.5 Conference Report Limitations
The conference report is limited in its
scope, yet it has unmasked a number
of issues, which require further
exploration by the NBPA Executive.

Planning and Evaluation
The NBPA lacks an effective
performance management regime and
does
not
factor
evaluation
considerations
into
conference
planning.
1.15.3 Governance
The NBPA is neither locked into
governance arrangements of those
agencies tasked by the Government to
advance the agenda of BME staff in
the police. Nor is it fully sighted into
parliamentary
business
(select
committees) whose function is to
understand and address issues
around race and policing.

1.15.6 The NBPA Legacy
The
NBPA
is
an
important
organisation in the history of black
struggle and criminal justice in the UK.
As such, it is vital that it develops its
own narrative on its evolution and
history.
1.15.7 Service Delivery
The NBPA has limited its focus to
longstanding issues of concern in the
area of race and policing. It should
seek to diversify and include those
new and emerging issues, which
impact on BME communities. As part
of this, it must seek to actively involve
non-police staff and women.
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1.15.8 Community Engagement
The Community Engagement element
of Best Use of Stop and Search
provides an exciting opportunity for the
NBPA at both local and national level,
to work with Police forces to develop a
range of supportive and customised
community engagement packages and
to generate income.
1.15.9 Community Engagement
Young People

–

The recent findings of the All Party
Parliamentary Committee Report into
Young People and the Police presents
a timely opportunity for the BPACT
Voyage Initiative to be disseminated
throughout London and England and
Wales on a phased basis.
1.15.10 Employment
The
institutional
mental
health
workshop
was
successful
and
pertinent for NBPA delegates. It
requires a relevant and innovative
response from the NBPA Executive.

!

!
!
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Section 2 – NBPA Conference Report, Workshop Notes and Structure
2. 1 Background
2.1.1

The 2014 NBPA and MET BPA Training conference took place on the 30th
and 31st October 2014 at the Warren, Bromley and was sponsored by the
British Transport Police, City of London Police and the Metropolitan Police.

2.1.2

Prior to the Conference, the Met Black Police Association held a launch
reception at the Jubilee Room in the House of Commons on the 19th October
2014. It was hosted by the Rt Hon David Lammy MP for Tottenham. In
attendance at the launch reception were the Shadow Home Secretary, Rt
Hon Yvette Cooper MP and the Chair of the Home Affairs Committee, Rt.
Hon Keith Vaz.

2.1.3

The reception was an opportunity for members of the NBPA and MET BPA to
network and meet with parliamentarians who have supported and continued
to support their work. At the reception, a member of the Met BPA, Purnima
Raval was presented with an award by the Chair of the Met BPA for
outstanding contribution to community engagement.

2.1.4

The NBPA Executive tasked the organisation of its 2014 Conference entitled
'Reflecting our Communities' to its Conference Planning Team. They
developed and delivered an interactive and informative conference for a
diverse audience, which consisted of NBPA members, police officers/ staff
and communities. The conference was underpinned by the following themes;

•
•
•
•
•

Transparency and accountability in the handling of complaints;
Recruitment, progression and retention of BME staff in the Police;
The impact of racial discrimination in employment;
Young people and the CJS; and
Staff networks as a mechanism for change.

2.2 Conference Format
The format of the conference was designed to promote discussion and networking,
impart knowledge and inspire action. The conference also recognised, remembered
and rewarded the contributions and sacrifices to racial equality and justice in policing
by members, colleagues and communities.
2.3 Key Note Speakers
The conference involved contributions from high profile keynote speakers from
Policing, Government, and Community and from the NBPA counterpart in the United
States of America. The speakers were as follows; The Commissioner of the
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Metropolitan Police, Sir Bernard Hogan Howe QPM, Assistant Chief Constable
Richard Bennett, Chief Operating Officer of Mayors Office for Policing and Crime,
Helen Bailey, The Minister of State at the Home Office and Ministry of Justice with
responsibility for Policing and Child Protection, the Rt Hon Mike Penning MP, Rev
Nims Obunge MBE and the NBPA (USA) President, Malik Aziz.
2.4 Thematic Workshops
The Conference workshops underpinned the conference themes. The workshops
were as follows:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Reflecting Our Communities – Recruitment
Black Police Association Legacy
Institutional Mental Stress
Young People – Over Policed Under Protected
Engaging with the Criminal Justice System
Progression – Hitting that Glass Ceiling

2.5 Unity March
As a tribute to the memory of Stephen Lawrence and in recognition of the important
role played by his parents, Doreen and Neville Lawrence, Conference delegates
participated in a ‘Unity March’. The NBPA President, Franstine Jones and the Met
BPA Chair, Janet Hills led the ‘Unity March’. The ‘Unity March’ culminated in words
of remembrance and prayer, which was led by Rev Nims Obunge.
2.6 Panel Discussion
To simulate debate and discussion, the conference benefitted from a Panel
discussion. The NBPA Vice President, Nick Glyn, chaired this segment of the
conference.
2.7 Introduction
This report provides a summary and evaluation of the 2014 NBPA 14th AGM and
Annual Training Conference, 'Reflecting our Communities'. Given the pace of
change in the policing landscape, a looming General Election, and an inquiry into
racism in the Metropolitan Police by the Equality and Human Rights Commission
(EHRC 20141) (see Annex 1), the President of the NBPA requested the report to be
contextualised. This will include an overview of recent and emerging issues in
policing and race relations both in employment and service delivery, within a race
relations framework. It was felt that this would support the NBPA and BPA chapters

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1

Equality and Human Rights Commission (December 2014), Terms of Reference Inquiry into Racism in the
Metropolitan Police.
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with a comprehensive and accessible overview of the key developments and
challenges.
2.7.1

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

The structure of this report follows the conference structure and is as follows;
Key Messages from Conference Speakers
Picture Gallery:
- Valuing Education and Development – Karin Mulligan Award
- Recognising Courage
- Uniting in Remembrance, Engaging with Power, Rewarding
Excellence
Context – Employment
Context – Service Delivery
Timeline
Workshops:
- Under Protected and Over policed
- Institutional Mental Stress
- Reflecting Our Communities
- Hitting that Glass Ceiling- It’s a Blue Baton Thing
- NBPA Legacy
- NILE – Engaging with the Criminal Justice System
Evaluation Findings and Analysis
Recommendations
Bibliography
Appendices

2.8 Methodology
2.8.1

The methodology of this report is a combination of desk research, analysis of
conference workshops and completed delegate evaluation forms.

2.8.2

As outlined earlier, this report will include a contextualisation of recent
developments within the policing and race relations’ landscape. To facilitate
ease of understanding, this section of the report is arranged chronologically
and under the following themes: employment and service delivery. This is
supported by an accompanying timeline, which provides an overview of key
events and official announcements.
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Section 3 – NBPA Conference Speakers and Speeches
3.1 Conference Speakers and Speeches
3.1.1

The conference benefitted from a diverse range of speakers from the areas of
politics, policing and community on a national and international level. The
speakers all stressed the importance of the police representing, listening and
engaging with the communities it serves. Furthermore, they identified the
importance of the role of the NBPA within policing and society at large.

3.1.2

The following section of the report provides an overview of the main features
of the speeches by the conference speakers.

Janet Hills, MET NBPA President
Janet welcomed delegates and outlined that the Met
BPA, City of London and British Transport Police
were hosting the conference.
Delegates were informed that the Met BPA celebrated
its 20th Anniversary on the 26th September 2014. The
Met NBPA’s formation in 1994 was amidst
controversy and the widely held belief that the
organisation would not last 20 days, let alone 20
years.
Janet informed delegates that the 20th Anniversary of
the Met BPA was celebrated by a series of planned
events; culminating in a reception hosted by Rt Hon
David Lammy MP, at the House of Commons prior to
the conference. Delegates were informed that a
further event – a black history walk in London would
take place on the 2nd of November 2014.
Delegates were informed that the Met BPA had produced a Black History brochure
entitled ‘Still Moving In Time’. The key message of the brochure was the relevance of
the Met BPA to the past, present and future. Janet stressed that as long as work had
to be done, BPA’s nationally and internationally would have a part to play in ensuring
that race equality is kept firmly on the agenda.
Delegates were informed that the Met BPA had made a number of positive
contributions to history. Through involvement by way of submissions to watershed
race related inquiries; Macpherson, Morris, Damilola Taylor Race & Faith Inquiries.
The Met BPA’s current focus was placed on working with the Mayor's Office for
Policing And Crime (MOPAC), the Commissioner and Senior leaders within the
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organisation to ensure that the police service looks and feels like the diverse
communities of London.
Janet ended her speech by outlining her vision for the future; "to have a police
service that recognises, values and embraces difference, so that the BPA no longer
needs to exist. And they can pat themselves on the back, citing a job well done”.
Franstine Jones, President NBPA
On behalf of the National Black Police Association
Cabinet and National Executive Committee, it is
my pleasure to welcome you to the National BPA
14th Education and Training Conference in
partnership with the City of London and British
Transport Police.
The Metropolitan Police Service will be hosting
this year's conference as it ties in with the NBPA’s
15th anniversary and the Met BPA's 20th
anniversary year. If previous conferences are
anything to go by, this promises to be a most
memorable event.
This year's conference will debate the issues the
Police service faces with regards to having a
service, which reflects the communities it serves.
In the last few months and years, the media have
reported a litany of police organisational failures,
malpractice and scandal.2
These incidents are diverse but they all have the same impact. They all contribute to
undermining public trust and confidence in the Police. Let me just remind you of the
most significant failures, malpractice and scandals;
•
•
•
•
•

Improper relations between the police and the media revealed by the
Levenson Inquiry;
Investigative failure of child sexual abuse for example; Jimmy Saville, North
Wales, Oxford and Rotherham;
Discrediting of victims, cover ups and related wrongdoing revealed by the
Hillsborough Inquiry;
The death of Ian Tomlinson following an assault by a Police officer at the
2009 G20 summit;
Allegations that the police 'bugged’ the family of Stephen Lawrence and
Duwayne Brookes and other high profile race campaign groups;

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2

Policing for a better Britain – Report of the Independent Police Commission, pp. 27, The Lord Stevens of
Kirkwhelpington QPM (2014)
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•

•
•
•

Serious allegations made against police undercover teams – including
developing personal relationships and fathering children under their false
identities and using the names of dead children as pseudonyms;
Misleading reporting of crime figures and attempts to subvert the reporting of
crime (Southwark Sapphire Unit)
Criticisms by HMIC and the EHRC over the misuse of stop and search
powers; and
The unresolved allegations generated by the Plebgate affair.3

These series of failures, malpractice and scandals require us to bear in mind Lord
Scarman's word of warning:
"The Police officer must act within the law: abuse of power by a police officer,
if it be allowed to occur with impunity, is a staging post to the police state.”4
Indeed these failures, malpractice and scandals are far removed from the Peelian
principles which are the backbone of modern policing in the UK and beyond and
which underpin 'policing by consent'.
If we apply a couple of the Peelian principles to our conference theme, 'Reflecting
our Communities', we can sadly find quite damning evidence that the Peelian guiding
principles have been far removed from the reality of the Black and minority ethnic
experience in Britain.
For instance, the second Peelian principle states:
"To recognise always that the power of the police to fulfil their functions and
duties is dependent on public approval of their existence, actions and
behaviour and on their ability to secure and maintain public respect”5
Police powers such as stop and search, strip searches and other police powers are a
contentious issue across communities, especially Black and Minority Ethnic (BME)
communities. Over the years, official figures and research have indicated that stop
and search powers have been overused, misused and abused with a dramatic
increase in the volume of stop searches over the last decade. The impact of which
has served to damage trust and confidence in policing which is counter-productive.
Latest figures reveal the following:6
•

Per 1,000 of the population, Black persons are 6 times more likely to be
stopped and searched compared with White persons. Asian persons and
those from a mixed ethnic group were just over 2 times more likely to be
stopped and searched than White persons.
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Ibid
Scarman, Lord (1981) The Brixton Disorders 10-12 April 1981. Report of an Inquiry by the Rt Hon Lord Scarman
OBE. Pp. 63:4.60, London: HMSO
5
Sir Robert Peel's Principles of Law Enforcement 1829
6
Equality and Human Rights Commission (2013), Race Disproportionality in Stop and Searches 2011-12, Briefing
Paper!
4
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•

Under S.60, Black people were 29 times as likely as White people to be
stopped and searched.

In March 2010, the Equality and Human Rights Commission published their report
into the disproportional impact of stop and search and Black and Asian people in
England and Wales. They made the following telling statement:
"The evidence points to racial discrimination being a significant reason why
Black and Asian people are more likely to be stopped and searched than White
people. It implies that stop and search powers are being used in a
discriminatory and unlawful way."7
We, the NBPA are clear, people must have confidence that the police will act fairly
and effectively and within the law. People who are habitually or unnecessarily
stopped by the police suffer a humiliating and often traumatic experience and they
often lose confidence in the police. Many of us here today will have heard of the
personal stories behind those interactions. They provide a clear testimony of the
damage that is caused. We know that this reverberates through families, friends,
associates and communities and leads to decreased cooperation with the criminal
justice system.
As the NBPA, we have an important role to play in ensuring that the actions and
behaviour of our Police service secures and maintains respect. We, the NBPA are
clear that in relation to stop and search powers, strip searches and other police stop
powers that:8
•
•
•
•

They should be used sparingly, fairly and in an intelligence led way that
results in sustainable reductions in their use;
They should be used in a way that is proportionate to the threat in line with
policing priorities;
There should be improved governance, supervision, oversight, internal and
external accountability and transparency; and
There should be the end of the 'routine stop'.

Now if we look at Peelian principle five, it states that:
"To seek and preserve public favour, not by pandering to public opinion, but
by consistently demonstrating absolutely impartial service to law, in complete
independence of policy, and without regard to the justice or injustice of the
substance of individual laws, by ready offering of individual service and
friendship to all members of the public without regard to their wealth or social
standing, by ready exercise of courtesy and friendly good humour, and by
ready offering of individual sacrifice in protecting and preserving life.”9
We as the NBPA have a pivotal role to play in ensuring that the Police Service – our
service, engages effectively both internally with our staff and externally with the
diverse communities we serve; our partners and stakeholders.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Equality and Human Rights Commission (2010), Stop and Think: A Critical review of the use of stop and search
powers in England and Wales
8
National Black Police Association 2014/15, Priorities
9
Sir Robert Peel's Principles of Law Enforcement 1829!
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We know from experience that as black and minority ethnic staff, we have a wealth of
experience and understanding about the communities which we live in and which we
serve.
However, we also know that the experience of our members is often underused. This
is especially so, when some police forces do not engage with their BPA’s or
equivalents or when no such groups exist.
We at the NBPA, believe that more effective community engagement will result in
increased trust and confidence in policing and wider criminal justice. In particular, we
would like to see the following;
•
•
•
•

Frequent refreshing of individuals and organisations engaged with, to ensure
they are current and relevant;
Effective use of local BPA members and the creation of a local BPA where
one doesn't already exist;
More effective partnership working in relation to community engagement; and
More effective and creative use of technology to engage via social media.10

The sixth Peelian principle requires all Police forces to:
“Use physical force only when the exercise of persuasion, advice and warning
is found to be insufficient to obtain public co-operation to an extent necessary
to secure observance of law or to restore order, and to use only the minimum
degree of physical force which is necessary on any particular occasion for
achieving a police objective.”11
This principle requires us to remind ourselves of Lord Scarman's warning:
"The Police officer must act within the law: abuse of power by a police officer,
if it be allowed to occur with impunity, is a staging post to the police state."
All of us here have either witnessed, seen or heard about the causes and impacts of
the failure to head the sixth Peelian Principle. If you haven't heard of them, let me
remind you of the most notable ones on both sides of the Atlantic:
•
•
•
•

Whether it is the excessive use of force on Cherry Groce and Cynthia Jarrett,
which triggered the Brixton and Tottenham Riots of 1985.12
Whether it is the excessive use of force on Rodney King, which triggered the
Los Angeles Riots in 1992.13
Whether it is the shooting of Mark Duggan which triggered rioting in
Tottenham and beyond in 2011.14
Whether it is the shooting of Michael Brown, which triggered riots in
Ferguson, Missouri in 2011.15

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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National Black Police Association 2014/15, Priorities
Sir Robert Peel's Principles of Law Enforcement 1829
12
"What caused the 1985 Tottenham Broadwater Farm Riot" BBC online, 3 March 2014
13
William, Matt. "Rodney King, whose videotaped beating prompted LA race riots, dies aged 47", The Guardian, 17th
June 2012
14
Dodd, Vikram. "Mark Duggan's death: two shots fired and two conflicting stories", The Guardian, 8 January 2014
15
Swaine, Jon. "Michael Brown shooting: They killed another young black man in America", The Guardian, 12
August 2014
11
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The consequences of failing to heed this Peelian Principle manifest itself for both
communities and the Police. There is a human cost, there is financial loss, and there
is reputational damage. The costs, loss and damage all contribute to a breakdown in
community relations, trust and confidence in our service; the Police service.
The seventh Peelian Principle states that:
"Police at all times, should maintain a relationship with the public that gives
reality to the historic tradition that the police are the public and the public are
the police, the police being only members of the public who are paid to give
full-time attention to duties which are incumbent on every citizen in the
interests of community welfare and existence.”16
If we look at this principle in terms of representation (which is an objective for the
NBPA in our 2014-2015 strategic plan), we will see that over the years, despite a
plethora of reports, inquiries and action plans by many eminent people, as people
from BME backgrounds, we are still under-represented.
In 1981 Lord Scarman starkly reminded us that: "There is widespread agreement
that the composition of our police forces must reflect the makeup of the
society they serve. In one important respect at least, it does not do so.”17
Furthermore, he emphasised the fact that there were only 326 BME officers in
England and Wales, which was 0.3% of police strength.18
Seventeen years later in 1998, our colleagues Leroy Logan, Bevan Powell and Dave
MacFarlane gave evidence to the Macpherson Inquiry. Bevan Powell told the Inquiry
team:
“Current figures show that of the 26,000 strength of police officers, only 750 of
those are from ethnic minority communities and added to that, the majority of
those staff are at junior ranks.”19
More recently, the 2014 Independent Police Commission chaired by Lord Stevens,
the former Commissioner for the Metropolitan Police, highlights that ethnic minorities
are over-represented at constable rank and under-represented in every other.
Lord Stevens presents the stark reality facing BME staff in the Police:20
•
•

Only five ACPO teams in the country have ethnic minority representation;
At chief superintendent level, 33 forces have no ethnic minority officers;
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•
•
•

Ethnic minority officers experienced difficulties if they wanted to join specialist
squads such as firearms, robbery and anti-terrorism units;
The sense of unfairness towards BME officers in specialist selection and
promotion processes is very strong; and
More Black police officers resign or are sacked, proportionately, than their
White colleagues.

Furthermore, Lord Stevens made reference to the issue of over-representation of
BME officers and staff in internally raised misconduct investigations and treatment.
He highlighted a 2013 research study21, which revealed that:
•

•
•

Greater Manchester Police has a statistically significant over-representation
in counter corruption intelligence where Asian Officers were 2.79 and Asian
Staff 3.39 times more likely to be identified;
British Transport Police Black officers were 2.41 and Black staff 2.73 times
more likely to be involved in internally raised misconduct investigations; and
Disproportionately creates the perception from BME officers and staff that a
two-tier misconduct system is in operation in which they were subject to
unjust and punishing treatment while White officers were dealt with informally.

Sadly for us, we at the NBPA see the human cost behind the statistics and the
headlines in the treatment of our colleagues.
People like Carol Howard, discriminated against because she was a Black woman
and victimised for complaining about the discrimination. To add insult to injury, she
was smeared in the press by her force as a way to deflect attention away from its
failings. The tribunal found that Carol's treatment was: “insulting, malicious,
oppressive, vindictive and spiteful”.22
People like Harmit Bhatra from Bedfordshire who was discriminated on the grounds
of his race and consistently denied promotion and subjected to a string of misconduct
proceedings.23
What do the reports, statistics and cases say to us about 'representing our
communities'? They tell us that our experience has not really changed, that it is tough
and a struggle. Part of that struggle is for us to recognise that as members of
organisations, which are based on concepts of law and order, we must acknowledge
that someday we may be required to stand up to injustice by fighting for justice. Be
that for ourselves, our colleagues or our communities.
As the NBPA, we have an important role to play in ensuring that our organisations
adhere to the Peelian Principle, which acknowledges that the police are the public
and the public are the police.
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In our work we are committed to working collaboratively with our employers,
stakeholders and partners to ensure that:24
•
•
•
•

Increase in the proportion of police officers and police staff from black and
minority ethnic background per se;
An increase in the proportion of police officers and police staff from black and
minority ethnic backgrounds at management and executive level;
Effective use of all provisions that will support progress in this regard; and
Fair use of professional standards, processes and procedures.

To show you that we, the NBPA, are about action and not rhetoric and that our work
is underpinned by the Peelian principles, let me give you a little flavour of what we
have been doing and how we have been and are, taking forward our priorities. And
also, give you a little flavour of what is to come.
We, the NBPA, have come a long way over the past 15 years and we have made
great progress in supporting BME colleagues and communities and ensuring that
policing activities are fair, impartial and exercised for the good of all communities and
society as a whole. There have been many trials and tribulations along the way,
which we have overcome together. As our motto states: One voice "strength in
unity".
We have supported many colleagues in their pursuit of justice in cases of racial
discrimination and have had many successes. We have raised the profile of BME
issues with Government bodies, including the IPCC, the Home Office, College of
Policing, Police Federation and ACPO. And we are currently lobbying these bodies
on issues such as representation, stop and search, recruitment vetting and
community engagement.
We have played a major role in the following:
•
•
•

BME progression 2018 programme;
The issues of poor investigation in race complaints; and
The historic issue of disproportionality in stop and search.

But more than that, over the years, we the NBPA have recognised that the Police
seem to take most of the flack for racial disproportionality in the CJS as we are the
entry point for the CJS. However, we know from the data that it is not just about what
we do. It is also about our partners in the CPS, Courts, Probation, and Prisons and
the decision making which they undertake such as charging by the CPS, sentencing
by the Courts, pre-sentence reports by Probation and incentives and earned
privileges by the Prison Service.
Both research and official data tell us that racism and racial disproportionality is also
in existence in these agencies whether that is in terms of service delivery or the
recruitment, retention and progression of staff. We, in the NBPA, recognised this
factor and since 2010 we have been working tirelessly with our partners to develop
an initiative, which we are very proud of.
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In March this year, the NBPA played a pivotal role in launching the National Initiative
for Leadership and Empowerment – the NILE Group. NILE is a consortium of Black
staff networks within the Criminal Justice System who comprise of National Black
Police Association (NBPA), Association of Black Probation Staff (ABPO) and
RESPECT (the network for BME staff within the Prison Service).
As a group, we are committed to working together to promote race equality and
eliminate racial discrimination in all parts of the Criminal Justice System. To coincide
with the United Nations International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination,
I with my colleagues, the leaders of ABPO and RESPECT signed a historic joint
declaration on the Friday 21st March 2014, which outlined our commitment to working
together. Very simply, our aims are to:
•
•

•
•

Empower Black/BME staff networks, Black/BME employees and Black/BME
communities in their dealings with Criminal Justice agencies;
Equip Black/BME networks, Black/BME employees and Black/BME
communities to be knowledgeable and confident when dealing with Criminal
Justice agencies;
Enable Black/BME staff networks, Black/BME employees and Black/BME
communities to hold Criminal Justice agencies to account; and
Enhance efforts to eliminate racial discrimination, advance racial equality and
to foster good relations between people of different racial origins.

As the President of the NBPA, I believe that NILE will provide Black/BME networks
with the means to coordinate and improve our efforts to bring about much needed
changes in the way the CJS treats Black/BME staff and the communities from which
they come. We are working hard on a number of interventions to understand, explain
and address racial disproportionality in the Criminal Justice System in service
delivery and employment. I hope that you agree with me that whilst the issues I have
raised may be uncomfortable, they are the uncomfortable truths, which illustrate our
individual and collective experiences. I personally feel that they resonate with the
powerful words of Benjamin Zephaniah:
"It is now an open secret
Black people do not have
Chips on their shoulders,
they just have injustice on their backs
And justice on their minds,
and now we know that the road to liberty
Is as long as the road from slavery.”25
As the President of the NBPA, I refuse to allow our road to liberty through the
eradication of racism, discrimination and disproportionality in the CJS to be as long
as the road from slavery. I am resolute in my determination to work with my
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colleagues and peers in the Police service – my service, to make sure that our walk
to liberty is achieved in our lifetime and not our children's or grandchildren's lifetimes.
I know that by working together as a strong NBPA, with our colleagues across the
CJS and with the communities which we all serve, we, the NBPA will be able to
remove injustice permanently from our backs so that we can guarantee justice for all
and make the Peelian principles a reality.

Rt. Hon Mike Penning MP, Minister of State at the Home Office and the Ministry
of Justice
The Minister thanked the NBPA for
the invitation to speak at the
conference. He outlined that he
would not be speaking from his
pre-prepared
speech.
He
apologised to delegates that he
was the first Minister of the
Coalition Government to address
the NBPA conference during its
administration.
The
Minister's
genuine and heartfelt apology was
welcomed by delegates with a
round of applause. He outlined to
delegates that if he was still a
Minister after the General Election
that he would once more attend
the conference.
The Minister provided delegates with a brief history of himself. He was dyslexic, went
to a comprehensive school and was good at sport, proud to be from a working class
background where he was brought up in Edmonton, North London.
He informed delegates that he watched Broadwater farm being built and that he
didn't feel that in the 1960s that he would be speaking at the NBPA Conference, or
that there would be a need for the conference or the organisation. He hoped and
prayed as a Christian – who was driven by his faith that society would have moved
on – whereby a person's colour, creed, religion and faith were irrelevant and that
instead people were judged by what they brought to society.
The Minister outlined that as a person from a working class background, it was
relatively easy for him in the army. However, he remembered that whilst in the army,
he did not see any people from a BME background.
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The Minister stressed that it was important that organisations such as the Police
recruited from the community they served. He outlined that in his role, he regularly
urged Police and Crime
Commissioners to look at efforts of the Metropolitan Police to ensure its workforce
reflected the communities it serves. He stressed that as an individual with an army
and fire service background, it was important for the Police to recruit from these
groups as they shared the same skill set.
The Minister spoke passionately about the importance of aspiration amongst
individuals and groups such as the NBPA. He stressed that it was fundamentally
wrong for an individual or groups aspirations to be suppressed because of their race
or creed.
The Minister took three questions from the floor. Two of the questions have been
captured in this report:
Q1. Is it not time for a cross government approach to setting targets and
reducing race disproportionality across the CJS and having greater
government accountability for disproportionality? The NILE Group of which the
NBPA is a member is working across the CJS on issues of race and
disproportionality in the Justice System.
A: The Minister informed delegates of his role in the Home Office and Ministry of
Justice. He outlined that he had restructured his office so that it could work equally
between both departments.
He stressed that the Police's role was not effective if it worked in isolation. A failure to
work collaboratively would mean that disproportionality wouldn't be dealt with.
The Minister stated that many Police forces were not good at work around mental
health and he highlighted best practice work being undertaken in Staffordshire.
Where mental health practitioners were working in custody suites with the Police.
The Minister stated that he had an open door policy and that he would welcome a
meeting with the NBPA and the NILE Group. He outlined that the Justice department
had to be involved in the work and that previously it wasn't.
Q2. How can we ensure that diversity and race is back on the agenda?
A: The Minister outlined that he hoped that his presence at the conference, joint
working and placing issues on the table were the start.
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He stressed to delegates that his officials who were in attendance with him should
take the hint that the issues they wanted in his speech, were not the issues on the
table. He stressed to the audience that he hoped his officials took the hint.
The Minister stressed that he wanted to work on the issues and in particular that he
wanted to work on stop and search, as it was important.

Sir Bernard Hogan Howe, Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police
The Commissioner thanked the
NBPA for the privilege of being in
attendance at the Conference. He
outlined that he acknowledged
some of the things, which Franstine
Jones (NBPA President) had said.
He stressed that people needed to
have hope and that the service was
making strides and that there are a
number of milestones to achieve.
Sir Hogan Howe outlined briefly the
scale of London, which he
described as a fantastic city. It was
influential and growing at a fast
rate.
With a population of 8.5 million, the city had a large flow of people – with one million
people arriving in the city in the last ten years. 25% of the growth of the UK
happened in London. This growth had contributed to creating a diverse city. It now
consisted of 250,000 French people, (London was now the 10th largest French town)
300,000 Italians and 1.25 million Muslims. The Commissioner described London as
an incredible city and he believed that the fact that people got on was a tribute to
British spirit. This was to be celebrated. He outlined that he felt people felt safe in
London, wanted to live in the city and were proud of living in London. He added that
London was an influential city as it was the city of Government.
The Commissioner stressed that the Metropolitan Police, polices the city in a way in
which he feels proud. He acknowledged that sometimes they get it wrong, but
nevertheless he is proud of the Met. He stressed that the Met has to do its job
properly and it has to be representative of the society it serves. He added that in both
respects, he felt that they were doing their job well but that they are not there yet.
The Commissioner outlined that in terms of how the Police undertake their role, the
NBPA President quite rightly identified the issue of stop and search.
Sir Hogan Howe outlined that the Met had done much work around this issue. He
highlighted that the work which the Met had undertaken, was subsequently used by
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Government and rolled out to other areas. The Commissioner outlined that prior to
the 2011 riots, 1.25 million people were either; stopped and searched or asked to in
London. He stressed that this figure was in the context of the London population;
8.25 million. He stressed that the statistics were very powerful. He highlighted that
his concern around stop and search was underpinned by what families of people
repeatedly stopped, told him. This was the motivation for reducing stop and search
by 60% and Section 60s by 95%.
The Commissioner informed delegates that the history of London is painful around
SUS Laws and Section 60s. He informed delegates that the Deputy Commissioner,
Craig Mackay had commented that the London’s use of stops was like confetti. In
response, they started to reduce the use of Section 1 and Section 60 significantly.
The result has been a change in disproportionality in London. He highlighted that in
London that you are less likely to be stopped and searched if you are Asian than if
you are White. He added that this wasn’t the case after 9/11, outlining that that
period was when things went the other way.
He acknowledged to delegates that a Black male is still 2-3% more likely to be
stopped and searched and that there is still disproportionately. However, he believed
that they are now better targeting stop and search. Having reduced it by two thirds, it
has yet to be solved. He informed delegates that communities have told him not to
stop undertaking stop and search but to just target the right people and for it to be
undertaken with respect. He highlighted that stop and search was a fundamental
police power to get right, and that it was on its way to improving.
The Commissioner informed delegates that it was important that the Police was
representative of communities. He stressed that it was important that the Police
looked and felt like London. He outlined that the Met employed 50,000 people of
which 1 in 4 police staff were BME, 1 in 3 PCSOs were BME. The Commissioner
informed delegates that despite the budget cuts he would keep the same number of
police officers. He was being allowed to recruit a further 5,000 people. His aim is to
recruit 40% from minority groups.
He outlined a number of proposals to ensure that the Police reflect the community it
serves. Recruits have to have lived in London for 3 out of the last 6 years. He
stressed that his decision had to be done legally and was underpinned by the fact
that if you have lived in London, then you will have familiarity with the complexity of
the city, how communities work and even how the underground works. His decision
was based on ensuring better representation. The Commissioner
informed
delegates of discussions with Government about his desire of having a recruitment
system similar to that of Northern Ireland. He acknowledged that it would take 10
years to change things in London and that he needed statutory help on the issue.
The Commissioner informed delegates of the results of the Direct Entry Scheme,
whereby 5 Superintendents from outside the police had been appointed, 3 of which
were women and 2 were BME.
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Helen Bailey, Chief Operating Officer Mayors Office for Policing and Crime
(MOPAC)
Helen outlined that MOPAC is
directly accountable for police
performance in the capital. MOPAC
sets out strategic direction and
allocates resources across London
as part of its work within the Police
and Crime Plan.
Delegates were informed that this
was the first occasion that MOPAC
attended the NBPA conference.
Helen stated that BME officers face the difficult task of challenging their force and
highlighting where things are going wrong, at the same time as encouraging others to
join. “A representative police force will never happen unless BME officers are more
upbeat about the force and the job prospects it offers,” she said. Helen urged
delegates to: “Think about what you are doing to show young black men and women
that working in the police is something they should aspire to and want to do.”
She welcomed the Commissioners policy to recruit people who live in the area as a
positive move designed to ensure a more representative police service. She
encouraged
other
police
force
areas
to
do
the
same.

Rev Nims Obunge MBE
Reverend Obunge highlighted that
whilst he does not fit a villainous
profile, he had been stopped by the
police in what he termed humorous circumstances.
Pastor
Nims
detailed
the
background to the riots in 2011. He
explained how he sought, but failed
to get the police to engage with
community groups as tensions
rose.
He reminded delegates that ensuring sustainable change required people to be
active within communities. He stressed that being active within policing does not
occur by being passive.
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Pastor Nims thanked the national and local BPAs for their unseen work undertaken
during and after the 2011 riots. He articulated that this added a calming message,
which contributed to bringing peace on the streets.
Richard Bennett, Assistant Chief Constable, College of Policing
Assistant Chief Constable Bennett
informed delegates that he was
seconded to the College of Policing
from Thames Valley Police where he
was leading on the BME 2018 project
– an initiative aimed at improving the
recruitment,
development,
progression and retention of Black
and Minority Ethnic (BME) officers
and staff.
Delegates were informed that of the 127,000 police officers in England and Wales,
just 5% (6,700) are Black or Minority Ethnic (BME) officers. This is in the context of a
UK population of 61 million, of which 14% is made up of minority communities. ACC
Bennett outlined that the figure is expected to rise to 16% by 2024. This will mean
that the service would need to recruit 17,000 BME officers – or one-in-four of future
recruitment – to be representative of the population.
ACC Bennett informed delegates that practical advice on positive action and bestpractice products and services will be collated, coupled with evidence of what works
well in policing and other sectors. He informed delegates that:
“If police are to be effective in tackling crime and bringing offenders to justice, they
must enjoy the trust and confidence of all the diverse communities they serve. To
enable policing by consent, the service must recruit, develop and retain from the
widest pool of talent including BME communities. We want policing to be a career of
choice for the most talented people from every community. The scale of this is
challenging when in the last five years the average yearly intake of BME officers was
305 (8.3 per cent)."
He added that the BME 2018 initiative would work with police forces to encourage
more people from diverse backgrounds to join the police and remove obstacles,
which may be preventing them from making the most of their talents within policing.
In closing, he added that recommendations and interventions will be based on what
works.
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Malik Aziz, NBPA President (USA), Deputy Chief Dallas Police Department
Deputy Chief Aziz congratulated
the UK Met BPA on its 20-year
anniversary. He detailed how the
original BPA members in the USA
were sacked in 1972 for starting
the group. They were later
reinstated.
Deputy
Chief
Aziz
informed
delegates that since the shooting of
Michael Brown in Ferguson,
Missouri by a White police officer,
he had been on the international
media circuit.
Delegates were informed that the streets erupted in violence due to a lack of
confidence in the police. He added that the long-term solution for Ferguson, Missouri
and places like it was for police to diversify their departments. Delegates were
informed that Ferguson was 65-70% black. However, the police was not reflective of
the community it served.
Furthermore, he added that people are culturally disconnected from the communities
they serve. The impact of which was that policies are not transparent and people are
not accountable.
Delegates were informed that if Ferguson, Missouri, wants to resolve some of the
issues and have a viable solution, it needs to look at the policies which govern its
policing admission, which he believed to be subjective and not objective.
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Section 4 – Picture Gallery
4.1 Valuing Education and Development, Karin Mulligan Award
Chief Inspector Karin Mulligan was one of Britain’s most senior black police officers.

Based in Manchester, Karin was an exemplary police officer who challenged injustice
and discrimination wherever she found it. Karin earned and deserved the respect and
admiration of many within policing, especially the NBPA.
Sadly she died in March 2009 after losing her battle with cancer. In tribute to her
dedication, the NBPA established the Karin Mulligan scholarship fund.
The scholarship scheme operates through the NBPA charity and contributes to the
development of members of the community, police officers and police staff
completing academic study or personal development linked to policing. Established
in 2010, there have been a total of eleven recipients.
We encourage BPAs to share this information with their members as personal
development and maximising potential is fully supported by the NBPA.
The results of the applications for scholarships in 2014 were announced during the
2014 AGM and Conference. The recipients are as follows;
•
•

Stephen Kappel, (Cleveland BPA) undertaking work based studies,
Leadership and Management, BA (Hons) at the University of Teeside;
Remi Prierra (Avon and Somerset BPA) undertaking Law with Psychology at
the University of West of England; and Kelly Johnson-Ward, the first applicant
to apply from outside policing will undertake a Master of Science in Health
and Social Care MSC Psychological Therapies for Psychosis, at the
University of Nottingham.
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Karin Mulligan Award Recipients 2014

From left to right; Remi Prierra (Avon and Somerset BPA), Kelly Johnson-Ward
(Independent), and Stephen Kappel, (Cleveland BPA).
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4.2 Recognising Courage
Carol Howard presented with a Courage Award on behalf of Dr Richard Stone OBE.

Award presented by Leroy Logan MBE and Janet Hills
As a longstanding friend and supporter of the NBPA, Dr Richard Stone OBE was
moved by the outcome of the Carol Howard Employment Tribunal against the
Metropolitan Police. The NBPA leadership agreed to Dr Stone's request to present
Carol with a Courage Award. This was presented on the night by Leroy Logan. Dr
Stone's message to the Conference is reproduced below:
"The judge in the Stephen Lawrence Inquiry, Sir William Macpherson and all three of
us, his Advisers, were deeply moved by the intelligence, and the constructive and
open attitude of the three Met BPA officers who
presented to the Stephen Lawrence Inquiry at the
beginning of Part 2. The contrast was a huge
improvement on the 61 officers who in the 'quasijudicial' Part 1, had demonstrated to us the terrible
incompetence of their investigation of the murder of
Stephen Lawrence. Paul Wilson who led the BPA's
discussion with the Inquiry, retired last year. Bevan
Powell and Leroy Logan are both by now good
friends of mine. As you can see Leroy has kindly
agreed to read this little speech for me. Why?
Because HE IS HERE BUT I AM NOT! My
Parkinson's Disease makes it too difficult for me to
be here tonight. I am really sorry to be missing your
event. There are so many people here with whom
we have, together, struggled to help their employer
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Police Services to confront and to reduce their institutional racism. 15 years on from
the Stephen Lawrence Inquiry, it has been shown by some groups of officers that
disparities in Stop & Search CAN be reduced, but generally you are as much as 20
times more likely to be stopped if you are black than white. As for recruitment,
retention and progression of officers and staff, any improvements have been blown
out of the water by cases like that of Gurpal Virdi; or that of tonight's award winner,
Carol Howard. I don't know how you all felt when you read the conclusions of her
recent tribunal. I was horrified that apparently decent senior officers, in their
attempts to get Carol to leave, acted in ways that, in the words of the tribunal were
'insulting, malicious and oppressive'. And that was not all: they added that her
treatment by her colleagues and superiors was 'vindictive and spiteful'.
When I finished the whole report, I felt for her so much that I decided that she
deserved a medal "for not giving up." She is a courageous woman and a true
heroine of our age.
I'm delighted that the BPA agreed and, between us we concocted this award, which
Leroy will present to her.
Carol Howard is an inspiration and is in the line of heroes in the anti-racist struggle,
which runs through from Mary Seacole to Nelson Mandela. We salute you, Carol and
we wish you well!"
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4.3 Uniting in Remembrance, Engaging with Power, Rewarding Excellence
4.3.1 Uniting in Remembrance
As part of its tradition of honouring the memory of Stephen Lawrence the NBPA
President, Franstine Jones and the MET BPA Chair, Janet Hills lead delegates to the
scene of Stephen's death in Eltham where they laid commemorative wreathes.
Words of prayer and remembrance were given by Rev Nims Obunge.
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4.3.2 Engaging with Power
Prior to the conference, the Met BPA held a launch reception in the House of
Commons. This was hosted by Rt Hon David Lammy MP for Tottenham. In
attendance was the Rt Hon Keith Vaz, Chair of the Home Affairs Select Committee

4.3.3 Rewarding Excellence
Stafford Brooks receives an NBPA award for his outstanding contribution to
Staffordshire MCA and the NBPA from Tony Smikle Conference facilitator and NBPA
President, Franstine Jones.

Ritchie Paines receives an NBPA award for his outstanding contribution to South
Wales BPA from Franstine Jones.

Section 5 – Context: Employment
Section 5 – Context: Employment
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Section 5 – Context: Employment
Since coming into power in 2010, the Coalition Government have introduced wide
ranging reforms to Policing. Whilst the main driver of the reforms has been
articulated as being underpinned by austerity measures aimed at reducing the
financial deficit (HM Treasury 201026), the reforms are also underpinned by a number
of other factors, most notably:
•

•
•

A push towards greater transparency and public accountability as
exemplified by the abolition of Police Authorities and the introduction of
Police and Crime Commissioners (Home Office 201027).
A reduction in bureaucracy as underpinned by the 'red tape challenge’
and the subsequent Deregulation Bill 2013-2014 to 2014-2105.28
Political ideology, which extols the virtues of the effectiveness and
efficiency of greater privatisation of key public sector services including
the Police (Cabinet Office, 201029).

Within this climate of reform, a series of events have taken place, which have
contributed to undermining public trust and confidence in the police. These events
are as follows:
•

'Plebgate Affair' (HAC 201330);

•

Undercover surveillance of the family of Stephen Lawrence (Ellison,
201431);

•

Race and sex discrimination case of Carol Howard (ECHR 201432).

This following section of the report will provide an overview of recent developments
in the policing and race relations landscape which impact on the NBPA, its members
and the communities it serves. This list is not exhaustive, and includes only those
developments, which are viewed by the report author as having an impact on issues
facing BME people in the police.
This section of the report is divided into two parts: service delivery and employment.
It will be followed by a brief overview of recent changes to the
employment/discrimination legislative framework in England and Wales. It will
conclude with an overview of the actual and potential impact of these changes for the
NBPA and its members.
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5.1 Employment
5.1.2 The experiences of BME staff in the Police has been of longstanding concern
and the subject of a number of Inquiries, reviews and investigations by a
number of agencies and officials (Scarman 1981 33 , Holdaway 1996 34 ,
Macpherson 199935, Bowling and Phillips 200236, HAC 201337). Much concern
stems around actual and perceived racial disproportionality in the areas of
recruitment, retention and progression.
5.2 Employment of BME staff in the Police
5.2.1 From Scarman to Macpherson, longstanding concern has been raised about
the importance of the Police Service reflecting the community it serves. In
1981, there were only 326 Black officers in the police in England and Wales
(0.3% of the total strength). Of this figure, 132 were from the Metropolitan
Police (0.5% of the total strength of the force at the time, Scarman 1981). On
publication of the Macpherson Inquiry into the death of Stephen Lawrence,
BME staff accounted for 2% of the total police strength (Rollock 2009).
5.2.2 Latest Home Office figures reveal that as of 31st March 2014, there were 6,715
BME police officers in the 43 police force areas. BME officers accounted for 5.2
per cent of all officers. This reflected a rise of 0.2% compared with 2013. Figure
1 illustrates how the proportion of BME officers in the 43 forces has increased
in recent years from 3.5 per cent in 2005 to 5.2 per cent in 2014 (a rise of 1.7
percentage points).

Figure 1: Proportion of officers who are Minority Ethnic, as at 31st March 2005
to 2014, England and Wales, Source: Home Office, Police workforce table 7.
5.2.3 Of the 43 forces, the Metropolitan Police has the largest proportion of BME
officers (11.0%), followed by the West Midlands (8.4%) and Leicestershire
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(7.3%). Cheshire had the lowest proportion of BME officers (0.7%), followed by
Dyfed-Powys (0.8%), North Wales (0.9%) and North Yorkshire (0.9%), (Home
Office 2014). Of those officers in the 43 police forces who indicated their
ethnicity, 39.7 per cent classified themselves as Asian or Asian British, 28.6 per
cent as Mixed, 20.1 per cent as Black or Black British and 11.6 per cent as
Chinese or Other ethnic group, The breakdown of BME staff representation is
illustrated below in figure 2 below.

Figure2: Minority Ethnic officers, by ethnic group, as at 31st March 2014,
England and Wales,38Source: Home Office, Police workforce table 8.
5.3 Progression
Concerns around the progression of BME staff working in the Police have led to
numerous calls for action (UNCERD 2011).
5.3.1 Latest figures reveal that there was a lower proportion of Minority Ethnic
officers in senior ranks i.e. chief inspector or above (3.8%) compared with
constables (5.7%) in the 43 police forces.
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Figure 3: Proportion of police officers who are Minority Ethnic, by rank, as at
31st March 2014, England and Wales, Source: Home Office, Police workforce
tables 4 and 7.
5.4 Experiences of BME Staff in the Police: Discipline and Grievance
5.4.1 Whilst concerns around the recruitment and progression of BME staff have
longstanding public prominence, the experiences of BME staff (especially in
the area of disproportionality in internally raised misconduct proceedings)
came to public prominence from 2003 onwards (Smith et al 2012) with the
release of a number of reports (Ghaffur39, Morris40, Commission for Racial
Equality41).
5.4.2 Extensive research by Smith et al (2012)42 into the issue of disproportionality in
misconduct proceedings identified the following themes:
•

“Statistical evidence of racial disproportionality affecting BME staff in
discipline and complaints proceedings;

•

Perceived formalisation of measures aimed at dealing with the
behaviour of BME staff as compared with White staff; and

•

Perceptions that disproportionality in internally raised misconduct
proceedings are connected to the under representation of BME
officers in senior ranks.” (Smith et al 2012:3)

The research identified the following concerns:
•

"Statistically significant over-representation of BME officers and staff
was identified in the GMP counter-corruption intelligence data. Asian
officers and staff were 2.79 and 3.59 times more likely than White
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officers and staff, respectfully, to be subjected to counter-corruption
intelligence.
•

In WMP, statistically significant over-representation of BME officers
was identified in internally raised misconduct investigations.
Disproportionality was more pronounced for Asian Officers who were
2.08 times more likely to be subjected to investigation than White
officers.

•

In BTP, there was statistically significant over-representation of BME
officers and staff in internally raised misconduct investigations. Black
officers and staff were 2.41 and 2.73 times more likely than White
officers and staff, respectfully, to be subjected to investigation.

•

The experiences and perceptions of BME officers interviewed were of
a two-tier misconduct system in which they were subjected to unjust
and punishing treatment and White officers were dealt with informally.
There was broad consensus among interviewees of the preference of
divisional managers and supervisors to refer BME officers to PSB."
(Smith et al 2012:4)

5.5 Developments
5.5.1 The Government and in particular, the Metropolitan Police have signalled their
commitment to improving BME representation in the Police. In an exchange in
the House of Commons on BME recruitment on the 10th March 2014, the
Minister for Policing, Damien Green stated the following:
“From March 2010 to March 2013, the proportion of Black and minority ethnic
officers has increased from 4.6% to 5%. While the police work force is more
representative in terms of gender and ethnicity than it has ever been, there is still
much more to be done by forces.” The Minister for Policing, Criminal Justice and
Victims (Damian Green)
“One in three of my constituents is from a Black and minority ethnic background but
that is true of only one in 10 of our police. Does the Minister recognise that in
communities like mine in East London, that can lead to an undermining of
confidence that our police are drawing from the widest talent pool possible in serving
our capital city? If he does agree that that is a problem, will he back our plans to fasttrack action to do something about it?” Stella Creasy
“I agree completely with the hon. Lady that this issue needs addressing. I am happy
to tell the House that it is being addressed. The Metropolitan Police plan to recruit
5,000 new constables between now and 2015, and their aim is that 40% of them
should be from a minority background, to reflect the population of London as a
whole. This indeed is a serious issue, which the Metropolitan Police are addressing".
Damian Green, (Hansard 10 March 2014: Clm 15)
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5.6 Direct Entry in the Police
The Independent Review of Police Officer Staff Remuneration and Conditions43 (the
Winsor review) in 2013 recommended the introduction of direct entry to the police to
enable individuals with the relevant achievements to join the police at the level of
Superintendent.
5.6.1 After a period of public consultation, the Direct Entry Scheme launched on the
30th March 2014. Twenty leaders from the private, public and voluntary sectors
were selected to join the Police at the rank of superintendent. In addition to the
Direct Entry Scheme, the Graduate Fast Track Programme sought to recruit 82
individuals from the rank of constable to inspector within three years.
5.6.2 Police forces began recruiting to the Direct Entry Scheme in April 2014 and
successful applicants started training with the College of Policing in Autumn
2014.
5.6.3 As part of her statement on Police Reform to the House of Commons on 22nd
July 2014, the Home Secretary, the Rt Hon Theresa May announced the
following outcome of the recruitment campaign for the Direct Entry Scheme in
London:
"I want to open up policing to the brightest and best recruits. The Government
have already introduced direct entry to open up the senior ranks of the police
and bring in people with new perspectives and expertise. In London, the
Metropolitan Police received 595 applications for between 5 and 10 directentry superintendent posts; 26% of the applicants were from a Black or
minority ethnic background—this compares with 8.6% of traditional recruits—
and 27% were female". (Hansard 22 July 2014 Clm 1265).
5.6.4 The final outcome of the Direct Entry Scheme at senior rank was the topic of
questions in the House of Lords on the 20th October 2014. The response by
the Parliamentary Secretary of State must be viewed in light of the statement
made by the Home Secretary on the 22nd July 2014 as outlined earlier.
"To ask Her Majesty’s Government how many (1) women, and (2) Black and minority
ethnic people, have been appointed to advertised posts for direct entry to senior
ranks of the Police Service.” Lord Ouseley, [HL2022].
“Of the 10 superintendents who are expected to begin their superintendent training
next month, four (40%) will be women and two (20%) will be from an ethnic minority
background. This is significantly more representative than the current make-up of the
superintendent rank of which 24% are women and 4% are from an ethnic minority
background.” The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, Home Office (Lord
Bates) (Con), (House of Lords 20 October 2014 Clm WA53).
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5.7 BME 2018
In September 2013, the College of Policing was commissioned by its Professional
Committee to; develop and deliver a national programme to improve the recruitment,
development, progression and retention of BME officers. The scheme entitled BME
2018 contains a number of key deliverables, which are as follows:
1. Obtaining legal opinion/advice via Home Office.
2. National Survey on all BME members through a comprehensive
questionnaire.
3. National survey of all forces to understand BME development and
progression opportunities and barriers.
4. Assessment and evaluation of existing generic and positive action
learning and development programmes.
5. Assessment of unconscious bias as a tool for organisational change and
development in terms of valuing and managing diversity.
6. Engaging with forces to identify force needs.
7. Engagement with stakeholders (College of Policing 2014).
5.7.1 The initiative is a welcomed development. It demonstrates the commitment of
the Coalition Government and the College of Policing to deal with historic
issues affecting BME staff in the police.
5.7.2 As a result of research for this report and discussions with the President and
General Secretary of the NBPA, two issues have emerged which raise
questions as to the nature of the involvement of the NBPA in governance
arrangements with the Policing College. Specifically on those initiatives that
concern the issues facing BME staff.
5.8 BME 2018 Survey
The first issue is around the development of the National Survey of BME staff. As far
as it can be ascertained, it is clear that the development of the National Survey of
BME staff did not involve the NBPA at the initial project planning stage.
5.8.1 Good practice in engaging key stakeholders such as the NBPA would have led
to the involvement of a representative of the NBPA on the steering group for
this project.
5.8.2 Secondly, as far as it can be ascertained, it is clear that the NBPA have not
been furnished with the full survey report. The only information made available
has been a summary of findings.
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5.8.3 Given that the survey findings are of direct relevance for the NBPA and its
members, it is vital that in the interests of transparency, the survey findings are
released into the public domain. Not doing so suggests that there is something
to hide.
5.8.4 A related yet critical issue regarding the survey finding concerns the issue of
what support officers would like from a professional body. The finding reads as
follows:

"14.9% (255 of 1706) of respondents suggested that a centralised body could be
responsible for individually tailored development plans. 13.3 % of respondents (209
of 1706) also suggested that a professional body could centralise and administer
effective support networks, and directly influence the allocation of mentors and
coaches. While 10.3% (176 of 1706) suggested delivery or support for regular
seminars, training programmes, and secondments.”44

5.8.5 Reading this recommendation at face value suggests that consideration may
be given to centralise the NBPA (along with all other diversity staff support
networks).
5.8.6 Whilst this consideration may be startling to the NBPA, it should come as no
surprise. The 'mooting' of a plan to centralise comes at a time when another
CJS agency - NOMS is going down a path of rationalising the existing diversity
staff networks, RESPECT and ABPO, in an attempt to place them under
central control to reduce autonomy.
5.8.7 The 'mooting’ to centralise means it is vital for the NBPA to discuss and agree
its approach to a development of this nature.
5.9 Home Affairs Committee: Leadership and Standards in the Police 2013
As part of its review into Leadership and Standards in the Police, the House of
Commons Home Affairs Committee report in 2013 45 highlighted a number of
concerns around the recruitment, retention and progression of BME people in the
Police.
5.9.1 The Committee heard oral evidence from two witnesses, Dal Babu Chief
Superintendent (Retired) and Mike Fuller HM Chief Inspector of the CPS.
5.9.2 In compiling this report, the author had difficulty trying to establish whether the
NBPA were:
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a) Aware of proceedings of the Committee; and
b) Invited to give evidence to the Committee.
Whilst the response to both questions was yes, factors beyond the control of the
NBPA President and Vice President at the time meant that there was no NBPA
presence at the Committee. Notwithstanding, there are a number of points to note on
the proceedings of the Home Affairs Select Committee. A number of these issues
are identified and presented within this report. For ease of understanding these
proceedings have been arranged thematically.
5.10 Progress on BME recruitment, retention and progression
5.10.1 The Chair of the select committee, Rt Hon Keith Vaz raised the following
question with Mike Fuller:
"Mr Fuller, you are an example of the success. You were the first Black chief
constable. You served for six years in Kent and on your appointment, you said that
the perception of the glass ceiling has finally been broken, yet since that
appointment, nobody else has been appointed and there are no Black or Asian
people on the Strategic Command Course. There are no ACPO-rank Black or Asian
people. It seems to have gone back to 1994, if you like." (HC67-II; Q310)
Q324
Mr Winnick: “I have been looking at the tables of all the police forces in England
and Wales. I find, for example the number of BME percentage varies but not all that
much, and the highest is 10% in the Met and 8.3% in the West Midlands. Does that
surprise you at all? I mean, there are quite a number where it is certainly under 2%.”
Dal Babu: “There are some disappointing figures where you see a reduction in the
number of minority officers, and I think what we see in the Police Service is a flurry
of activity around equality issues and then it is not sustained. I don't know if we are
looking at the same figures, Mr Winnick, but what you will see if you look on is a
number of forces where those numbers have reduced. I think that is quite
disappointing where there is supposed to be a huge focus on diversity." (HC67-II
Q324)
Dal Babu: “[...] I think the challenge we now face is a more subtle level of
discrimination.”
Mr Winnick: “Like…”
Dal Babu: “If you look at, for example, specialist departments, there should be no
reason why minorities are in specialist departments, and yet we see a huge
absence. Specialist departments are virtually all white. In terms of promotion, you
still see very few levels of promotion, and in terms of entry into the organisation, you
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still see levels of practice that means that a high proportion of Black and Asian
officers fail at every stage of recruitment, whether it is about vetting or whether it is
around the selection tests. There is a real challenge around why we still have that
high level of disproportionality, particularly of BME officers.” (HC67-II; Q323)
Comparison between progress on gender and race
Dal Babu: “We have had some limited success on gender, and the Police seem to
be much more comfortable in dealing with gender.”
Q316
Chair: “Why are they more comfortable dealing with gender?”
Dal Babu: “Well, I think there are some real changes in the way we deal with
domestic violence and the way we deal with rape allegations, which has come as a
result of the way we deal with having women in senior positions. I am afraid that has
not translated when it comes to minorities [...]”
Q318
Nicola Blackwood: “Mr Babu, I just want to take you back to the comments you
made about the comparison between gender recruitment and BME recruitment and
your link with gender recruitment and domestic violence and rape cases. You said
that there was an understanding of the business case for improving gender
recruitment but not BME improvement. Do you mean that you think the police force,
because they wanted to improve their handling of rape cases and domestic cases,
needed more women in the force and therefore went about that more vigorously than
recruiting BME candidates?”
Dal Babu: “Not entirely. I saw, by the fact we had more women in the Police Service
and they became more senior and went into specialist roles, that they were able to
give a better understanding of the issues around rape and domestic violence, and
then, as a result of being in the organisation, we changed our processes and
procedures. It was a consequence of having more women in the organisation that
led to this-“

Q319
Nicola Blackwood: “Okay. But they did not then go about recruiting more women
because they saw that outcome?”
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Dal Babu: “That is not my understanding.” (HC67-II; Q316-Q319)
Obstacles to recruitment
Dal Babu: “I think that we need to look at the obstacles that we have at the moment.
If you look at the fact 37% of the applicants who overall want to come in- that is a
huge number of individuals who want to join the organisation. So, I think it is about
how you ensure that the selection processes- there is a disproportionality there,
where more minorities fail at the initial selection process. There is a
disproportionality in terms of vetting. I think it is about having an equality impact
assessment in those processes. Now, the College of Policing and NPIA -its
predecessor - were aware of these disproportionalities. I'm not aware of any work
that has been done to look at why that disproportionality exists." (HC67-II; Q332)
5.10.2 On 1st July 2013, the Committee published its report. In doing so, it charted
progress made in the area of racial diversity since the Macpherson Inquiry
and made 7 recommendations. In November 2013, the Government provided
its response to the Committee46. The recommendations of the Committee
and the Governments response are captured in the accompanying table.
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Recommendations of the Committee and the Government Responses

Home Affairs Committee Recommendations

Government Response to Home Affairs Committee

100. The police service should collect and publish
data detailing diversity within each department to
be collected by April 2014. Without this data, it is
impossible to assess whether the whole service is
properly representative.

The Government accepts the Committee’s view at paragraph 100 that the police need to review Black and
Minority Ethnic (BME) workforce data to ensure that forces are as representative as possible across their ranks
and departments. The Home Office collects data from forces on the number of police officer functions, by gender
and ethnicity (White, all minority ethnic, and not stated). The overall figures are published within the
supplementary tables to the police workforce publication, however the breakdowns (gender and ethnicity) are
not published. The College will continue to develop and use this quality data to work with forces to improve
representation in specialist departments.

108. Police forces must recognise that diversity is
more than simply ticking a political correctness box:
true representation is critical for public acceptance
and knowledge of communities and different mindsets can bring real operational advantage as well
as everyday improvements in relation to the public.
It is shameful that not a single chief constable is
Black or Asian.

The Government agrees with the Committee at paragraph 108 that diversity in policing is absolutely necessary
to cut crime in a modern, diverse society. As the Committee noted, workforce statistics show that BME officers
are underrepresented in the Police and especially so at senior ranks.
In late 2012, the Minister for Policing, Criminal Justice and Victims and the College had discussions about
proposals designed to improve progression of BME officers to senior ranks based on advice from a range of
partners in policing. The proposals focused on:
•

Improved mentoring and stronger networks for BME officers;

•

Extension of positive action programmes for under-represented groups;

•

More transparent promotion processes to the chief inspector, superintendent, chief superintendent and
chief officer ranks; and

•

More proactive use of Home Office collected data to identify where forces are doing well.

The College formed a high-level group to look into these proposals in early 2013. This is a key priority for the
College, and it will continue to develop a programme of work in this area.
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109. Diversity has for too long been given lip
service but not action in the Police Service. It is
very disappointing that ten years after the
Macpherson Report and 20 years after the death of
Stephen Lawrence, so little progress has been
made. Indeed, in some respects the police service
has gone backwards with the BME percentage of
ACPO falling from 4% in 2010 to 2.9% in 2012. The
importance of having diversity at the top is shown
by the fact that former Chief Constable Mike
Fuller's force has become less diverse since his
departure to head HMCPSI. The Committee is
therefore deeply alarmed by the complete absence
of BME officers on the strategic command course
and expects to see a substantial number of officers
from a Black or Minority Ethnic background on the
course next year.

Regarding the Committee’s concerns about progress on BME representation, noted in paragraph 109, the
Government believes that the Police have worked hard to respond to the challenges of the Macpherson Report
in 1999 and there has been significant progress: satisfaction and confidence figures for BME communities are
much improved; the Police Officer workforce is more representative than ever before; and the Police approach to
hate crime is unrivalled anywhere in the world. The Government is clear, though, that there is still much more to
be done.
st

Latest figures for the police workforce to 31 March 2013 show BME officers account for 5% of total officer
strength. The proportion of BME officers at the more senior ranks of chief inspector and above was 3.8%,
compared with 5.4% of constables.
The Committee referred to Kent Police as having become significantly less diverse since the departure of its
former Chief Constable Mike Fuller. However, BME representation in Kent Police is virtually unchanged from
2010 to 2013, at 3.1% of total officer numbers in the force. This compares with a local BME population of 6.9%
according to Census 2011 data. The forces that the Committee noted had fewer than 1% BME officers (DyfedPowys, North Wales, Humberside) serve areas with very low local BME populations, with the first two of these in
the top 10 performing forces in relation to how reflective they are of local communities.
The Chief Executive of the College and chief constables have agreed to an extension of the deadline for
expressions of interest from BME officers to the Senior Police National Assessment Centre (PNAC), which for
successful candidates leads to the Strategic Command Course (SCC). The Chief Executive has confirmed that
he will speak with the chief constable of any BME candidate who nominates herself/himself in this extended
period. He has also confirmed that the College will work towards having a new process in place next year to
ensure greater participation of BME officers.
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110. Skills based selection would fit well with Mr
Winsor's emphasis on merit and prove a useful tool
for diversifying the service. The importance of
cultural intelligence and abilities such as language
skills should be assessed by each force and, where
appropriate, recognised in recruitment planning.
The Committee welcomes the commitment to
increasing diversity in the Metropolitan Police,
articulated by Assistant Commissioner Simon
Byrne, and will be monitoring progress.

The Government agrees with the Committee’s comments at paragraph 110 that skills-based selection would
help to diversify the police.
Forces must make much better use of operational requirements in recruitment and promotion exercises to target
those individuals who may have specific language skills or cultural understanding that could help the police to
cut crime and build greater trust and confidence among all communities. These are occupational requirements
that can be lawful under current equalities legislation.
The Government is also working to ensure more proactive use of the positive action provisions of the Equality
Act 2010.
The Government welcomes the Metropolitan Police’s determination to use its constables’ recruitment exercise to
2015 to ensure a more diverse officer workforce. Officials from the Home Office and Government Equalities
Office are working with colleagues from the College to support the Metropolitan Police in identifying lawful
approaches which will help them achieve their aim of making the Metropolitan Police look much more like the
communities it serves.

111. We are concerned that in some cases, prerecruitment qualifications such as the Certificate of
Knowledge, which may be prohibitively expensive
for some candidates, may stifle diversity. Meanstested support should be in place to ensure that the
best candidates are not lost because of financial
barriers.

With regard to the Committee’s comments and concerns at paragraphs 98 and 111 on financial barriers to
recruitment, and in particular the cost of the Certificate in Knowledge of Policing, the College does not have a
role in setting costs for the Certificate and therefore has no direct responsibility for it.
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112. The detrimental impact on the effectiveness of
a force that does not reflect the communities it
serves, including in counter-terrorism operations,
has been articulated by senior officers including
Cressida Dick and Sir Peter Fahy. The Government
should therefore change the law to allow for
positive action in the police force, at least up to a
representative threshold for each area.

In paragraph 112, the Committee recommends that the Government should introduce positive action in the
police.

113. We note that PCCs are not responsible for
appointing their own chief constables and will not
necessarily have regard to the national picture of
diversity when doing so. It is therefore absolutely
essential that high calibre minority officers are able
to reach the upper ranks so that they can be
chosen. Mentoring schemes such as the one
implemented by Chief Superintendent, Dal Babu
should be rolled out across the country.

The Government recognises the Committee’s point at paragraph 113 that high quality mentoring can have an
important role in supporting the career development of high-potential BME officers. The College is using chief
officers to mentor BME superintendents and chief superintendents on its Realising Potential positive action
programme, and chief inspectors on its Releasing Potential programme. The College intends to use these
officers to mentor BME colleagues in lower ranks. It has offered mentoring training to those chief officer
members who request it as part of its Executive Development programme, to ensure that the mentoring offer is
of high quality. Over 60 volunteers have been recruited to the senior mentoring pool, including chief constables,
deputy chief constables and assistant chief constables, and some of the pool members are from a BME
background. The College is also running a national BME talent management workshop for forces in the autumn
to showcase and promulgate effective work that forces can undertake locally or regionally.

While the Government agrees that a more representative workforce is essential in helping the police to cut crime
and build community confidence, it does not agree that a change in the law is currently necessary. Recruitment
thresholds or quotas based solely on race or gender are unlawful under current equalities legislation. The
Government believes the Police must make more proactive use of the positive action provisions set out in
section 158 and 159 of the Equality Act 2010. Evidence suggests the use of these provisions in Police
recruitment and promotion exercises has been quite limited. For example, the Government is not aware of any
force using the tipping point provisions set out in section 159 of the Act. These allow employers to take account
of the gender or ethnicity (or any other protected characteristics where appropriate) of candidates, where they
are judged to be equally qualified for a particular post as part of any recruitment or selection exercise, where the
employers have reasonably identified barriers in the workplace to certain groups, or under-representation. This
is clearly the case for BME officers in the Police. Officials from the Home Office and the Government Equalities
Office are working with partners, including the College and the Equalities and Human Rights Commission, to
prepare bespoke, independent, authoritative guidance from counsel with expertise in equalities legislation for
force legal departments on the use of positive action provisions in recruitment and promotion exercises. At the
same time. Ministers and the College will be urging chief constables to ensure that such approaches are used to
ensure a more diverse workforce. This guidance will be available in autumn this year.

Figure 4: House of Commons Home Affairs Committee, Leadership and the Police Third Report of Session 2013-14 VI and the
Government Response Cm8759
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5.10.3 Given concerns raised by the Committee around the lack of BME officers on
the strategic command course; and the Governments highlighting of positive
steps taken by the Policing College to extend the deadline for expressions of
interest from BME officers to the PNAC, the report author sought to establish
the role of the NBPA in the action identified by the Policing College. Extensive
discussions with the NBPA General Secretary and also the Chair of the
National Association of Muslim Police (NAMP) revealed that neither the NBPA
nor the NAMP were informed of this development or invited to cascade this
information to their members.
5.10.4 This issue once again raises concerns as to how far the NBPA are truly
embedded within governance arrangements of initiatives/interventions
designed to impact positively on their members.
5.10.5 It is important that the NBPA supports Government and College of Policing
initiatives to improve the recruitment, retention and progression of BME
people in the Police. However, it is equally important that the NBPA are
viewed and treated by the Government and the Policing College as an equal
partner with solutions to historic problems around racial disproportionality in
the Police.
5.11 Improving Police Integrity: Reforming the Police complaints and
disciplinary systems
Whistleblowing
As part of its commitment towards reforming the police; the Coalition government
commissioned an independent review of the Police Disciplinary System in England
and Wales. The review, led by Major Chip Chapman,47 made 39 recommendations.
In their response to the review, 48 the Coalition Government committed to the
following (which are pertinent to this section of the report):

•

The introduction of new protections for Police whistleblowers, including
strengthening the independent routes for whistleblowers to raise their
concerns to the Independent Police Complaints Commission and allowing it
to conduct investigations in a way that protects the identity of a whistle
blower.

These new protections for whistleblowers, will be supplemented by forthcoming
national guidance on police whistleblowing by the College of Policing49.
Recommendations regarding the establishment of ‘Super Complaints’ are dealt with
in section 11 of this report.
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5.12 Criminal Justice and Courts Act 2015
The Independent Review by Mark Ellison QC into allegations of corruption in the
Stephen Lawrence case and the Coalition Governments response to it, has resulted
in the creation of a new criminal offence. Section 26 of the Criminal Justice and
Courts Act 2015 makes it an offence for a police officer to exercise the powers and
privileges of a constable in a way, which is corrupt or otherwise improper. The
legislation supplements the existing common law offence of misconduct in public
office. It covers police officers of the 43 territorial forces, the British Transport Police,
the Ministry of Defence Police and the Civil Nuclear Constabulary, as well as officers
of the National Crime Agency designated as constables. The offence is triable solely
on indictment and carries a maximum sentence of 14 years’ imprisonment (See
Annex 3).
5.13 Employment Tribunal Cases of Note
Carol Howard v Metropolitan Police
5.13.1 On 1st September 2014, PC Carol Howard from the Metropolitan Police won
her case for race, sex discrimination and victimisation. The tribunal found that
Ms Howard had been subjected to 'vindictive...spiteful, insulting, malicious
and oppressive treatment' by the Metropolitan Police. The case has been
widely reported in the British media, however it is the outcome of the case,
which is important for the NBPA and BME communities.
5.13.2 First, Ms Howard's victory resulted in a number of negative stories about her
in the press. These stories were viewed by the Employment Tribunal as an
attempt to deflect attention and critics away from the case, and to portray her
in a negative light.
5.13.3 Secondly, the Tribunal found that the Met had a policy of removing findings of
discrimination from internal grievance proceedings. The tribunal
recommended that the Met should hold an independent review of its internal
grievance procedure, known as 'fairness at work', and re-examine the
handling of all complaints since 2009.
5.13.4 As a result of the case, the Equality and Human Rights Commission 50
announced on the 22nd September under Section 20 of the Equality Act 2006,
that it would carry out an investigation into unlawful discrimination,
harassment and victimisation of employees by the Metropolitan Police
Service. The focus of the investigation was outlined as the Met’s ‘fairness at
work’ and misconduct procedures.
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Bahra v Bedfordshire Police
5.13.5 On the 31st September 2014, sergeant Bahra51 who retired from Bedfordshire
Police in June 2014, won his case for race discrimination and victimisation
after being passed over for promotion and victimised between 2007 and 2010.
Mr Bahra was awarded £209,188 from the tribunal.
5.13.6 Whilst the case has received much publicity, primarily in relation to the high
award given to Mr Bahra, the focus of the case in relation to this report is the
ramifications of a future case of this nature given proposed changes to
employment law and tribunals by the Government. This is in respect of the
removal of the power of Employment Tribunals to make recommendations in
cases where people leave their employers. The ramifications of this change
will be explored in the next section of this report.
5.14 Recommendations
The ramifications of this change are:
•

That the NBPA formally requests the College of Policing to release the full
BME 2018 Survey Report.

•

That the NBPA General Secretary and President meet with Lord Herman
Ouseley with a view to him raising a question in the House of Lords
requesting the following:
a) A full copy of the BME 2018 Survey Report;
b) Whether the NBPA were provided with a full copy of the BME 2018
survey report, and if not, why not; and
c) Whether there are any plans by the College of Policing to
centralise the NBPA within its structures.

•

That the NBPA formally request from the College of Policing, information as
to how it (the NBPA) is included within the College of Policing's governance
arrangements (specifically in relation to initiatives which will impact on BME
staff and communities). Furthermore, that this letter be copied to the
following; the chair of NILE, the chair of the Home Affairs Select Committee,
Rt Hon Keith Vaz and the Home Secretary.

•

That the NBPA develop an effective performance management framework
within which to monitor race discrimination cases (including those cases
which include intersectionality) at local level.

•

That a quarterly report be produced by the NBPA General Secretary to the
NBPA Executive which highlights these cases.

•

That the NBPA utilise the proposed newsletter to include comprehensive
updates on national initiatives in the area of employment; which will impact on
its members.

•

That the NBPA General Secretary identifies a member of the Executive to
undertake a supportive parliamentary role. Subsequently, this individual will
work closely with the General secretary and monitor key select committees
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with a view to ensuring that the NBPA is appropriately represented and
sighted on developments which impact policing and race related matters.
•

That the NBPA organises itself to respond strategically and effectively to the
forthcoming Section 95 Race and the CJS Publication; How Fair is Britain
Update (ECHR) and regular data releases by the Home Office and College
Policing on issues affecting the recruitment, retention and progression of BME
staff.

•

That the NBPA collates and stores on its website, reports including Select
Committee Reports on issues which affect its members, with a view to the
reports being used to aid the drafting of briefings and press releases.

•

That the NBPA monitor and report on the outcome of the EHRC inquiry into
the Met Police through a special bulletin for its members.

•

That the NBPA enters into negotiations with the Chief Executive of the
Policing College regarding observer status on its Management Board.

•

Given issues raised by the Levenson Inquiry into the relationship between the
Metropolitan Police and the Press, that the NBPA President writes formally to
the Metropolitan Police Commissioner requesting whether it is official policy of
Police to leak stories to the press in relation to cases affecting its staff
involved in Tribunal Cases. That this letter be copied to the following; the
Chair of NILE and the Chair of Home Affairs Committee, Rt Hon Keith Vaz.

5.15 Employment
5.15.1 As part of its programme of reform, the Coalition Government has undertaken
a major review of Employment Law. This has resulted in a number of changes
to Employment Law and the Employment Tribunal system. A brief overview of
the most pertinent changes is outlined in this section of the report. These
changes have been selected as they have been identified as having the
potential to impact adversely on members of BME communities (EHRC 2012;
Renton; 2012; Renton and Macey 2013; EHRC 2014).
5.15.2 The changes have been selected by the report author on the basis of their
combined cumulative impact on BME communities. The significance of the
changes will be identified in the next section of this report in relation to trends
in the impact and outcome of the changes on cases with a race dimension.
5.16 Resolving Workplace Disputes 201152
The first step the Coalition Government took to review Employment Law was through
the publication of its consultation document, 'Resolving workplace disputes' in
January 2011. The consultation identified a range of measures aimed at redrawing
the Tribunal system. The most pertinent of these measures are outlined and
discussed briefly below:
•

Introduce fee charging;
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•

Require all claims to be submitted to ACAS in the first instance to offer preclaim conciliation; and

•

Increase qualification periods for unfair dismissal.

5.17 Employment Tribunal and Employment Appeals Tribunal Fees Order
201353
Section 42 of the Tribunals Courts and Enforcement Act 2007 (the Employment
Tribunal and Employment Appeals Tribunal Fees Order 2013), introduced the fees
system on 29th July 2013. It requires that applicants for an employment tribunal and
appellants who wish to appeal to the Employment Appeal Tribunal pay a fee before
their applications or appeals will be accepted, unless they come within the terms of
the fee remission scheme. In relation to discrimination claims, there is an initial £250
fee when submitting a claim and £950 for having a hearing. Individuals on benefits or
on a low income are entitled to 'remission', which means they pay no fee or a
reduced fee. In the event that a claimant is successful, the tribunal will usually order
the employer to reimburse the fee.
5.18 Early Conciliation Scheme
Under the Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act (2013), it has been a legal
requirement from 6th May 2014 (unless an exemption applies) for a claimant to have
made an Early Conciliation notification to the Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration
Service (ACAS). Tribunal claims will not be accepted unless a complaint has been
referred to ACAS and a conciliation certificate issued. The certificate confirms that
the Early Conciliation requirements have been met. Whilst the requirement is
voluntary, prospective claimants are required to contact ACAS before making a
tribunal claim. Claimants only need to take part in discussing the matter and attempt
to resolve it if they want to and either they or the employer can stop the process at
any time.
5.19 Increase in the qualification period for unfair dismissal
On 6th April 2012, the Government increased the qualifying period for standard unfair
dismissal claims from one to two years. The extension of the qualifying period is not
confined to small employers. The Government hopes that the number of standard
unfair dismissal claims will drop substantially each year. Many legal commentators
have argued that a reduction in the number of claims could occur as employees
without one year and 50 weeks’ continuous employment will not be entitled to make a
claim for unfair dismissal. As such, they will be more vulnerable to dismissal without
their employer following appropriate procedures.
5.20 Red Tape Challenge and the Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act 2013
As part of its commitment to reducing bureaucracy, the Government undertook its
'Red Tape Challenge'. The scheme is designed to give businesses and the general
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public, the opportunity to challenge the Government to get rid of burdensome
regulations, to boost business and economic growth and to save taxpayers money.
The initiative has resulted in the introduction of the Enterprise and Regulatory Reform
Act 2013. The most pertinent changes proposed by the Act were as follows:
•

Abolition of Third Party Harassment of employees in the Equality Act 2010;
and

•

Abolition of the Statutory Questionnaire in discrimination cases.

5.21 Abolition of Third Party harassment of Employees in the Equality Act 2010
Under third party harassment provisions, employers were previously responsible for
repeated harassment of an employee by someone who doesn't work for them and
over whom they have no control. In repealing this protection, the Coalition
Government argued that there was no perceived need for a safeguard of this nature,
as it placed a potential risk on an employer when there were already legal remedies
available when an employer was placed in this position54.
5.22 Abolition of the Statutory Questionnaire in discrimination cases
5.22.1 On 6th April 2014 the statutory discrimination questionnaire was abolished.
The previous statutory process meant that written questionnaires could be
served on any person or organisation that it was believed had unlawfully
discriminated. In the event of a failure to provide a response (or if an evasive
response was given), this could result in an adverse inference of
discrimination by the tribunal.
5.22.2 The process has played an important part in enabling a complainant to
preserve evidence and/or secure evidence at an early stage to support their
belief that they have suffered inequality of treatment. It is not unusual for there
to be little or no direct evidence of discrimination. Tribunals are invited to draw
inferences from circumstantial facts and background evidence.
5.22.3 The questionnaire process was seen to be particularly useful in indirect
discrimination cases, where complainants are required to show that the
employer's apparent neutral practice, policy or criteria has a disproportionate
adverse impact on them because of their protected characteristic (e.g. race,
gender). This was because the information provided in response to
questionnaires is usually unlikely to be provided through the normal tribunal
disclosure process (particularly statistical analysis such as, the breakdown of
an employer's racial make-up across the employee population or specific
parts of it). Without a proper response, a complainant has to rely on less
direct background evidence or national statistics to support their claim,
thereby reducing the quality of evidence before the tribunal.
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5.23 Deregulation Bill 2013-14 to 2014-15
The Deregulation Bill 2013-14 to 2014-15 introduced to Parliament on 23rd January
2014, outlines proposals to the law relating to Employment Tribunals' powers
(through amendments to Clause 2 of Section 124 of the Equality Act). This will
remove the power of Employment Tribunals to make recommendations to employers
in cases where there has been a finding of unlawful discrimination, harassment or
victimisation but the claimant no longer works for the employer. The effect of the
proposed change will be that in future, an Employment Tribunal would only be able to
make a recommendation aimed at preventing or reducing the adverse effect of
discrimination on the claimant.
5.24 Impact of the introduction of Tribunal Fees
Recent official figures have revealed the impact of the introduction of the fees system
on claimants. These figures are:
•

Race discrimination cases have fallen by 61%;

•

Sex discrimination cases have fallen by 91%;

•

Religion and belief cases have fallen by 64%; and

•

Disability discrimination cases have fallen by 63%.
Type of Claim

No of Claims

No of Claims

%

April-June 2013

April-June 2014

Fall

Age Discrimination

621

392

37%

Breach of Contract

6,297

1,928

69%

Disability Discrimination

1,801

671

63%

National Minimum Wage

108

45

58%

Part time regulations

447

131

71%

Race discrimination

1,089

422

61%

Religion and Belief

220

79

64%

Sex Discrimination

6,310

591

91%

Sexual Orientation

158

53

66%

Pregnancy discrimination

376

203

46%

Unfair deductions from wages

9,797

2,545

74%

Unfair dismissal

11,258

2,919

74%

discrimination

Figure 5: Employment tribunal claims: change from second quarter 2013 (prefees) to second quarter 2014 (post-fees), Source: ACAS
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Figure 6: Tribunal Statistics (Jan-March 2014), Source: MOJ
5.25 Judicial Review – Fee System
5.25.1 The Coalition Government's decision to introduce Employment Tribunal and
Employment Appeal Tribunal fees was challenged by the union UNISON with
a Judicial Review in the High Court in the latter part of 2013.
5.25.2 UNISON argued that the introduction of fees would deny access to justice for
workers treated unfairly by employers and would therefore be unlawful.
Furthermore, UNISON argued that the requirement to pay fees had a
disproportionate impact on women. The High Court ruled in February 2014,
that as the fees were introduced in July 2013, its full impact could not be
determined.
5.25.3 However, on publication of figures for the period of July 2013 to 2014, it
revealed a significant fall in the number of claims brought to Employment
Tribunal and Employment Appeal Tribunal. A subsequent Judicial Review by
UNISON in October 2014 led to the Lord Chancellor agreeing with UNISON
that a new hearing should take place as soon as possible.

5.26 Employment Disputes Research: University of Bristol and University of
Strathclyde
5.26.1 Research 55 undertaken by the University of Bristol and University of
Strathclyde in conjunction with Citizens Advice Bureau (CAB), examined how
CAB clients, who often have limited resources, pursue employment problems.
The key findings of the research were as follows:
•

Fees for employment tribunal claimants were introduced in response to press
coverage that a high number of unfounded cases were causing backlogs in
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the system, costing employers money and preventing job creations. The
research found no evidence to support these claims;
•

Fees have reduced access to justice for workers with legitimate complaints
across all areas of Employment Law including dismissal, discrimination and
non-payment of wages;

•

Employers non payment of awards made by tribunals and the lack of effective
enforcement measures contributed further to the loss of access to justice for
workers;

•

The imposition of fees and the complex fee waiver system lead to a shift of
attention away from dispute resolution, as claimants necessarily focus on
finding ways to finance their cases and gather information to support their
claim; and

•

Advice agencies offering support and in some cases, representation to those
who cannot afford to pay a solicitor are already severely stretched; finding
extra resources to assist with the complex fee waiver claims threatens to
overwhelm them.

5.26.2 On the 6th January 2015, trade unionists, academics and lawyers wrote on
open letter56 to the Guardian outlining their concern about the introduction of
employment fees and the impact on workers.
5.27 Success Rate at Employment Tribunals
Whilst the aforementioned changes are worrying, they need to be viewed in the
context of longstanding concerns of success rates of race discrimination cases in
Employment Tribunals, Renton (2012).
Figures for the periods 2010-2011 and 2011-2012 are outlined in the tables below.
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Types of Cases

Full hearing
(numbers)

Successful
(Number)

Chances of
success

Unlawful deduction of
wages

7,500

5,400

72%

Unfair dismissal

9,000

4,200

47%

Sex discrimination

780

290

37%

Sexual orientation

84

22

26%

Disability

830

190

23%

Age

410

90

22%

Religion or Belief

147

27

18%

Race

950

150

10%

Discrimination

Figure 7: Claims heard at ET (By type of case and outcome 2010-2011)
Employment Tribunals and EAT Statistics 2010-2011, Source: MOJ 2011

Types of Cases

Full
hearing Successful
(numbers)
(Number)

Chances
success

7,400

5,100

69%

8,700

3,900

48%

Sex discrimination

880

290

33%

Sexual orientation

164

24

15%

Disability

970

220

23%

Age

338

48

14%

Religion or Belief

164

24

15%

Race

950

140

15%

Unlawful
wages

deduction

Unfair dismissal

of

Discrimination

Figure 8: Claims heard at ET (By type of case and outcome 2011-2012)
Employment Tribunals and EAT Statistics 2011-2012, Source: MOJ 2012

of
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5.27.1 Issues around the chances of success in race discrimination cases through an
analysis of the data was raised by the Barrister, David Renton in his book
'Struck Out – Why Employment Tribunals Fail Workers and What Can be
Done’57 in 2012. Renton subsequently penned an article for the Institute of
Race Relations on 24th January 2013, further highlighting the issue of the low
success rate of race discrimination cases in Employment Tribunals.
5.27.2 As part of the research for this report, the author attempted to analyse the
latest figures on outcomes of race discrimination cases. However, it was
identified that there was a significant change in how data around Employment
Tribunals, specifically in relation to the outcomes of tribunal hearings, was
presented by the Ministry of Justice.
5.27.3 The department previously published an annual statistical publication on ET
and EAT statistics. This would include the outcome of cases in which both
raw data and percentages were presented.
5.27.4 In 2013, the MOJ started to publish quarterly statistics on all Tribunals. This
included the following; immigration and asylum, employment, social security
and child support, mental health etc. Annual statistics are now included within
the quarterly publication (Quarter 4).
5.27.5 The quarterly publication no longer includes a table which identifies
'Employment Tribunals Cases disposed and outcomes of jurisdictions'
comprising of both raw data and percentages. This enabled individuals to
work out chances of success in tribunal cases. Instead the quarterly
publication is supported by an accompanying excel table.
5.27.6 The excel table provides information on the outcomes of Tribunals as
percentages only. No raw data is provided. This makes it virtually impossible
for individuals to analyse the chances of success in discrimination cases and
identify trends.
5.27.7 To try and ascertain why the changes were made, discussions were
undertaken with the Discrimination Law Association and the Institute for
Employment Rights. Neither of the organisations were aware of the changes
and the potential impact.
5.27.8 Discussions with the Senior Employments Officer at the Trades Union
Congress revealed that the TUC had overlooked the lack of raw data in the
outcome of discrimination cases and its significance. Furthermore, when
asked as to whether an official announcement was given as to changes to the
publication and the reasons for it, they stated that none was given. The TUC
official indicated that they would raise the issue at the next national ET
stakeholder group of which they are a member.
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5.27.9 The changes to the nature of the official publication of Employment Tribunal
and EAT statistics presents a number of problems:
• Reduction in the accessibility of official data;
• Lack of openness and transparency in the presentation of official
statistics;
• Apparent failure to consult on and explain the changes; and
• Undermining of public trust and confidence in official statistics.
5.27.10 Due to the implications of these changes, discussions took place between
the NBPA President and General Secretary around implementing a strategic
approach. The following was agreed:
•

The report author would raise the issue with Lord Herman Ouseley
for consideration with a view to raising a question in the House of
Lords; and

•

The issue would be tabled for discussion at the next NILE National
Council meeting.

5.27.11 On the 26th January, Lord Ouseley raised two written questions in the House
of Lords. Lord Faulks gave answers to the written questions on the 9th
February 2015. The written questions and answers are reproduced below.

HL4430

Lord Ouseley:
To ask Her Majesty’s Government when and why they made the decision to stop publishing annual
statistical information, including raw data percentages and outcomes, on employment tribunal and
employment appeal tribunal cases.

Lord Faulks:
The Ministry of Justice publishes quarterly statistical data on employment tribunals and summary data
for employment tribunal appeal cases. The latest statistics can be found at the following link:
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/tribunals-and-gender-recognition-certificate-statistics-quarterlyjuly-to-september-2014

Detailed statistics on employment appeal tribunal cases are still published annually but no longer
released as a standalone publication. They are included within annual tables published in September
each year alongside the Tribunal Statistics Quarterly Bulletin. The latest statistics can be found at the
following link in the spreadsheet named Employment and EAT tribunal statistics: 2013 to 2014:
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/tribunal-statistics-quarterly-april-to-june-2014

HL4431

Lord Ouseley:
To ask Her Majesty’s Government whether they undertook consultations prior to taking the decision to
stop publishing annual statistical data on employment tribunal and employment appeal tribunal cases; if
so, with whom they consulted and what were the results and whether the consultation was published.
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Lord Faulks:
The Ministry of Justice publishes quarterly statistical data on employment tribunals and summary data
for employment tribunal appeal cases. The latest statistics can be found at the following link:
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/tribunals-and-gender-recognition-certificate-statistics-quarterlyjuly-to-september-2014

Detailed statistics on employment appeal tribunal cases are still published annually but no longer
released as a standalone publication. They are included within annual tables published in September
each year alongside the Tribunal Statistics Quarterly Bulletin. The latest statistics can be found at the
following link in the spreadsheet named Employment and EAT tribunal statistics: 2013 to 2014:
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/tribunal-statistics-quarterly-april-to-june-2014

5.28 Recommendations
The recommendations are as follows:
•

That the NBPA and BPA chapters engage proactively with members to
assess the impact of the introduction of fees for Employment Tribunal cases
on its members;

•

That the NBPA monitor closely the impact of the abolition of the statutory
discrimination questionnaire on members who pursue cases of discrimination;

•

That the NBPA closely monitor the proceedings in the employment tribunal
fees judicial review and update its members accordingly;

•

That the NBPA sign up to the Discrimination Law Association and circulate
the regular bulletin to its members;

•

That the NBPA develop an effective mechanism within which to monitor
emerging and on-going discrimination cases experienced by its members;
and

•

That the number of cases and issues they raise are presented in a quarterly
report to the NEC by the NBPA General Executive.
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Section 6 – Context: Service Delivery
6.1 Stop and Search
6.1.1 Police powers of stop and search have been a primary cause of tension
between BME communities and the police (Rollock 2009; Reiner 2010). Latest
figures reveal the following58:
1.

Per 1,000 of the population, Black persons are 6 times more likely to be
stopped and searched compared with White persons. Asian persons and
those from a Mixed Ethnic group were just over two times more likely to be
stopped and searched than White persons; and

2.

Under S.60, Black people were 29 times as likely as White people to be
stopped and searched.

6.1.2 In March 2010, the Equality and Human Rights Commission published their
report into the disproportional impact of stop and search on Black and Asian
people in England and Wales. They made the following telling statement:
"The evidence points to racial discrimination being a significant reason why
Black and Asian people are more likely to be stopped and searched than White
people. It implies that stop and search powers are being used in a
discriminatory and unlawful way."59
6.2 Best Use of Stop and Search
6.2.1 In an effort to improve transparency and to support a more intelligence led
approach to the use of stop and search powers, the Coalition Government
launched the best use of stop and search scheme in July 2014. The initiative is
underpinned by the principles of community involvement and an outcome
focused approach. The main features of the scheme are as follows:
1) Data Recording - Police Forces are required to record the broader
range of stop and search outcomes; arrests, cautions, penalty notices
for disorder and the link or lack of link between the reason for the
search and the outcome.
2) Lay Observation policies - Members of the public will be provided
with the opportunity to accompany Police Officers on patrol using stop
and search.
3) Stop and Search complaints 'community trigger' - Members of
communities will benefit from a local complaints policy which requires
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the Police to explain to community scrutiny groups how the powers
are being used in the event that there is a large volume of complaints.
6.2.2 Best use of stop and search is a positive development. The community
engagement and policy aspects of the scheme provide a number of
opportunities for the BPA to provide an important strategic role in developing
customised community engagement strategies to underpin the scheme at the
local level. This is especially the case in rural areas.
6.2.3 It is important that the BPA at both national and local level, shape the way in
which engagement is undertaken under the scheme especially to ensure
engagement does not just involve community leaders, as has been the
traditional case in relation to police community relations. Innovative ways of
working need to be developed so that women and young people are involved.
6.3 Recommendations
The recommendations are as follows:
•

That the NBPA develop and agree a strategy of customised community
engagement to support the implementation and embedding of Best use of
Stop and Search;

•

That BPA chapters are involved in the implementation, delivery and
embedding of this programme of work;

•

That the initiative is underpinned by a clear performance framework; and

•

That the NBPA seeks to generate income from this initiative.

6.4 Improving Police Integrity: reforming the police complaints and disciplinary
system
“Super Complaints”
On 11th December 2014, the Home Secretary launched a public consultation aimed
at improving the Police complaints and disciplinary system. On 12th March 2015, the
Government produced the results of the consultation and outlined a series of
recommendations.
A key ‘public facing’ proposal which will have an impact on community/police
relations are plans for the introduction of ‘Super-Complaints’. The proposal stems
from historic concerns as to ‘whether the Police complaints system is truly able to
identify systematic failures in policing and give a sufficient voice to those individuals
and groups who are not confident in their own ability to make a complaint.” (Home
Office 2015:20).
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It is envisaged that this will encourage the public to bring forward complaints. The
Government has proposed the following:

2.91 The government will seek to legislate to bring in a system of super-complaints. A
system of super-complaints would allow complaints to be made about trends and
patterns of aspects of policing that might be harming the interests of the public, as
well as complaints to be made on behalf of certain groups of people. Data suggests
that some people are more comfortable reporting their concerns to advocacy groups
and other similar organisations. By allowing those organisations to make complaints,
either on behalf of a single complainant or on behalf of a group of complainants
affected by the same issue, the complaints system will offer the public a choice as to
who they are able to complain to, potentially allowing organisations to identify any
wider context within which a complaint may be brought.
2.92 The Government acknowledges the variety of views put forward as to who
should handle super-complaints, as well as the powers that bodies charged with
investigating will need, to ensure the system operates effectively. It is clear that there
is a role for charities and advocacy organisations, but further works will be conducted
to define which organisations should be able to complain on others’ behalf.
%

Figure 9: Improving Police Integrity: reforming the police complaints and
disciplinary systems, Source: Home Office, 2015:22 CM9031
The proposal outlined above, provides a number of opportunities for the NBPA and
indeed for its charitable arm; the Black Police Association Charitable Trust (BPACT)
and for the NILE Group; of which the NBPA is ensure that it is given due
consideration as an organisation which should be able to complain on others’ behalf.
6.5 Recommendations
The recommendations are as follows:
•

That the NBPA consider whether it or those groups to which it is associated,
establish themselves (either individually or as a consortium) to be able to
undertake the work of Super-Complaints; and

•

That the NBPA closely monitors developments around Super-Complaints.

6.6 All Party Parliamentary Group on Young People and the Police
6.6.1 In October 2014, the All Party Parliamentary Group on Young People and the
Police chaired by Baroness Massey of Darwen, presented its report. The
inquiry heard that children and young people's attitudes towards the Police are
characterised by feelings of mistrust and sometimes fear. The Group heard that
work is required to build and sustain strong and positive relationships between
children, young people and the Police.
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The key findings of the report (which have relevance to the NBPA) are as follows:

%

There is a lack of trust in the Police among children and young people. Some children and
young people fear the Police. Encounters between the two groups are often characterised by
poor and unconstructive communication and a lack of mutual respect.
Certain groups of children and young people, many of whom are likely to have higher levels
of contact with the Police, share similar feelings and attitudes. Children in care, who are
over-represented in the youth justice system, can have negative early experiences of the
Police and do not always get the support and protection they need. The additional
vulnerabilities of children with special educational needs, a language or communication
difficulty, or mental health needs can be overlooked or exacerbated in encounters with the
Police.
First contact with the Police is important in shaping children and young people's attitudes,
yet for a significant number of children and young people, this experience is a negative one.
Therefore the way in which the Police carry out processes – such as the way in which they
use stop and search or the way they treat children who are arrested and detained – is vital
for building trust and respect.
Many children and young people will first have contact with the Police when they are
stopped and searched. While young people understand why the Police need to use stop and
search, they feel they are stopped too often and for insufficient reason, they are not treated
with respect, and that the Police do not explain the process or reasons for the stop.
Some children and young people are involved in Police initiatives through their schools and
communities, such as Safer School Partnerships or Voluntary Police Cadets, which help to
break down barriers and negative perceptions. These examples of positive engagement are
however, not found in all schools or communities and are being threatened by reductions in
Police budgets.
There are examples of Police forces who work hard to listen to and engage with children and
young people in a variety of contexts, and to treat them, first and foremost, as children in all
aspects of the Police process. However, these positive approaches are not reflected across
the country. Greater effort is needed nationally to assist local Police forces in identifying and
implementing good practice from other parts of the country.
%

Figure 10: "Its all about trust": Building good relationships between children
and the Police. Report of the Inquiry held by the All Party Parliamentary Group
for Children 2013-2014), Source: All Party Parliamentary Group for Children
(2014)
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6.6.2 The findings of the All Party Parliamentary Group presents a number of positive
opportunities including income generation for the NBPA and its charitable arm,
Voyage, a project aimed at building trust and confidence between young
people and the Police.
6.6.3 In the light of the findings of the All Party Parliamentary Group, the NBPA
Executive needs to consider how it can best involve NBPA local chapters and
replicate VOYAGE throughout England and Wales on a phased basis.
6.6.4 In light of the rapid pace of developments in the field of race and policing, an
overview of key issues have been identified and presented in the form of a
timeline. The timeline is not exhaustive. It identifies only those issues, which
have had a significant impact on the policing landscape.
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6.7 Timeline
8 March 2011
Part 1 of Winsor Report published.
15 March 2012
Part 2 of Winsor Report published.
23 July 2012
Research commissioned by a number of Police Forces, Home Office and the Association of Chief Police Officers regarding disproportionality
in Police professional standards is published. It reveals that experiences and perceptions of BME officers interviewed were of a two-tier
misconduct system in which they were subjected to unjust and punishing treatment whilst White officers were dealt with informally. There was
broad consensus among interviewees of the preference of divisional managers and supervisors to refer BME officers to Professional
Standards Branch.60
30 January 2013
Home Secretary announces accelerated promotion for brightest recruits and direct entry scheme.
9 July 2013
Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Constabulary report on Stop and Search reveals that 27% of cases of stop and searched examined as part of
the study, did not have reasonable grounds to lawfully justify the stop.61
July 2013
IPCC publishes report on Metropolitan Police Service handling of complaints alleging race discrimination.
July 2013
Independent Police Complaints Commission (IPCC) publishes report on Metropolitan Police Service handing of complaints alleging race
discrimination. Whilst a number of examples of good practice were found, the Commission felt that the complaints did not represent the
experience of the majority of complainants whose cases were reviewed. They tended to be cases where the complaint or complainant had a

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
60

Smith, G., Johnson, H., Roberts, C., (2012) Disproportionality in Police Professional Standards – An investigation of internally raised misconduct proceedings in Greater Manchester Police with
additional statistical analyses of West Midlands Police data; and statistical analyses of counter corruption intelligence data in the three services.
61
Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Constabulary (July 2013), Stop and Search Powers: Are the police using them effectively and fairly?
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public profile, or the support of an organisation. The Commission found that all too often complaints alleging racism were not sufficiently
robust, fair, or customer focused.62
11 November 2013
Equality and Human Rights Commission publishes its briefing paper on race disproportionality in stop and search for the period 2011-12. The
report highlights that Black and Asian people still more likely than White people to be stopped and searched by the Police in England and
Wales. The report found that overall Black people were 6 times more likely than White people to be stopped63.
25 November 2013
Independent Police Commission Publishes Policing for a Better Britain.
27 March 2014
Met Commissioner backs 50:50 recruitment proposals.
31 March 2014
PC Carol Howard commences her Employment Tribunal case for race, sex discrimination and victimisation against her employer the
Metropolitan Police.64
30 April 2014
Theresa May makes oral statement to Parliament on the use of stop and search.
April 2014
Avon and Somerset British Transport Police, City of London, Metropolitan Police, North Yorkshire Police, Sussex and West Yorkshire Police
pilot the Direct Entry Scheme.
5 June 2014
IPCC publish its review of Police handling of complaints of discrimination. The IPCC review highlights that of 170 complaints from the public
alleging discrimination, only 94 were investigated and of those, no discrimination allegations were upheld. The report also finds that whilst
overall the three forces investigated (West Yorkshire, Greater Manchester and West Midlands) uphold between 11 and 13% of complaint

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
62
63
64

Independent Police Complaints Commission (July 2013), Report on Metropolitan Police Service handling of complaints alleging race discrimination.
Hurnell, K., (Autumn 2013), Race disproportionality in stop and searches 2011-12, Briefing Paper 7, Equality and Human Rights Commission.%
Employment Tribunals (30 June 2013), Ms C Howard v Metropolitan Police Service.
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allegations from the public, by contrast, over half of the 32 investigations into discrimination allegations raised by the Police themselves were
upheld. Furthermore, it found that there was insufficient training in diversity, and that this both resulted in complaints that were not well
handled.65
30 June 2014
PC Carol Howard wins case of race and sex discrimination and victimisation against the Metropolitan Police.
July 2014
IPCC publishes a report into the handling of allegations of discrimination.
11 July 2014
Home Secretary launches consultation on reforms to improve Police complaints and discipline.
22 July 2014
Home Secretary makes a statement on work to ensure police integrity.
31 July 2014
PC Bahra from Bedfordshire Police wins his case for race discrimination and victimisation66.
26 August 2014
Home Secretary, Theresa May launches 'Best use of stop and search scheme'. The scheme is designed to contribute to a significant
reduction in the overall use of stop and search, deliver better and more intelligence-led stop and search, and improve stop-to-arrest ratios. It
will also provide the public with further information on the outcome of searches.67
22 September 2014
Equality and Human Rights Commission announces formal inquiry into racism in the Metropolitan Police.
28 October 2014
All Party Parliamentary Group on Children and the Police published.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
65
66
67

Independent Police Complaints Commission (2014), Police handling of allegations of discrimination.
Bahra v Bedfordshire Police
Home Office (2014), Best use of stop and search scheme.
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October 2014
An Independent Review of the Police Disciplinary System in England and Wales by Chip Chapman is published.
1 December 2014
35 Police Forces in England and Wales agree to fully implement Best use of Stop and Search Scheme.
1 December 2014
Home Secretary launches public consultation on reform to improve Police complaints and discipline (whistleblowing).
15 December 2014
Equality and Human Rights Commission publishes ‘Terms of Reference’ for inquiry into racism in the Metropolitan Police.
12 February 2015
Criminal Justice and Courts Act (2015), following the findings of the Stephen Lawrence Review by Mark Ellison QC and the Governments
response to it. Legislation is passed to make it an offence for a Police Officer to exercise the powers and privileges of a constable in a way
which is corrupt or otherwise improper.
13 February 2015
Carol Howard resigns from the Metropolitan Police.
12 March 2015
Government outlines how it will reform the Police complaints and disciplinary system.68

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
68

Improving Police Integrity: reforming the police complaints and disciplinary systems – Summary of consultation responses and next steps, March 2015, Cm9031.
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Section 7 – Workshops
7.1 Under Protected and Over
Policed
Workshop Facilitator, Paul Anderson
MBE, Chief Executive Officer for Black
Police Association Charitable Trust
(BPACT)

long programme. The main aim of the
Voyage programme was to establish
how young leaders could be utilised
upon graduation.
Delegates were informed that the
views and experiences of young
people on the Voyage Programme
were gained through a number of
surveys and workshops, involving
young people. He outlined a number of
the findings:
•

•

•

Two YBPA leaders also facilitated the
workshop.
VOYAGE is a social justice charity that
aims
to EMPOWER marginalised
Black young people and provide them
with the self-awareness and motivation
to TRANSFORM themselves and their
communities.
The
mission
of VOYAGE is to encourage and
assist young people to bridge the gap
between their schools, communities
and criminal justice system whilst
supporting
young
people
to SUSTAIN successful partnerships
and meaningful relationships.
Members were enthusiastic that the
Met Black Police Association had a
pool of 120 young leaders. Questions
were asked about the BTEC
qualification, which the young leaders
aspire to once they complete the year-

Dogs were used by young
people to arm themselves
against Police and Peers (as
dogs were used against them
in both scenarios);
In some cases young people
would ask a White friend to call
the Police so they can be taken
more seriously; and
Systematic failings to engage
with young people have
resulted in crimes being
unreported,
and
the
perpetrators having a sense of
power within the community.

The young leaders imparted their
views about engaging with the Police
and what they felt could be done to
improve engagement with young
people.
One delegate asked if young people
were willing to attend a Police station
to talk to Officers. This was not viewed
favourably by the Young Leaders.
Delegates were advised that meetings
were
best
conducted
in
schools/colleges as they were felt to
be a safe and familiar environment.
Young Leaders were asked what they
had learnt from the training they
received. A number of positive
answers were given:
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a) "I feel I could handle a Stop and
Search situation as I know my rights
and know how a Stop and Search
should be conducted."
b) "I know how to conduct myself
when in a confrontational situation or
part of Stop and Search."
c) "I know how to complain if a
negative search was conducted."
d) "I now understand why Stop and
Search is necessary as Police need to
tackle crime on our streets."
e) "I feel that officers are human and
don't feel under threat as many young
people feel."
f) "I now understand and feel confident
to report crime, if I had to do so."
g) "I have a better understanding of
how and why there is the need to
Police."
7.1.1 Non-Reporting of Crime
The decision around non-reporting
crime was discussed at great lengths
and it was apparent that young people
felt very vulnerable and helpless when
crime happens in the community.
The
Young
Leaders
informed
delegates that many crimes go
unreported as young people are
frightened of the consequences from
peers, and they are equally frightened
when crime gets out of control. Their
fear of the police hinders their chances
of reporting crime. They believed that
as they often witnessed bad treatment
by officers that they would also be
treated badly. They described negative
body language often displayed by
officers and that they did not feel that
they would be protected. The Young
people informed delegates that whilst
they did not want safe havens, help is
not always given or available in hard to
reach areas.

7.1.2 Perceptions of Peers
The Young Leaders were asked how
they were perceived by their peers as
a result of their participation on the
programme. The following responses
were given:
a) “My peers look up to me in my
school and no one has challenged
me.”
b) “Teachers and my Head teachers
are really happy that I am on the
scheme.”
c) “It has really helped me understand
Policing.”
d) “I can evidence my experiences on
my CV's when I apply for jobs and
university.”
e) “I have a better understanding of
the Service as I have met many Police
Officers and know they are there to
help.”
f) “I have learned how to be dedicated
to the course as it is in my own time,
not school time and runs over a year.”
g) “There is a residential part of the
programme which really helps you
work as part of a team.”
7.1.3 Community Engagement
The Young Leaders were asked how
they could engage with the police as
engagement,
confidence
and
satisfaction is one of the main targets
of MOPAC. The leaders informed
delegates that engagement and
changing attitudes with young people
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was vitally important, but in many
cases not achieved in the wider
community.
Delegates discussed
community leaders as a group for the
young people to engage with, express
concerns and report tensions. It was
identified that the police do not have
identifiable community leaders for
BME communities. Many have been
dissolved through the restructuring
process of the MPS. It was mooted
that VOYAGE could fill a gap.
7.1.4

Importance of replicating and
disseminating best practice

Delegates discussed the various
schemes in both London and
throughout England and Wales aimed
at engaging with young people. It was
felt that there was inconsistency on the
effectiveness of the schemes. It was
agreed that the issue was one of how
to engage with young people and the
format for that engagement.
Delegates agreed that the pool of
talented Young Leaders should be
utilised in diverse ways across
London. Many delegates agreed that
the scheme not only gives clarification
to young people regarding Police
Officers and MPS practices, but
enables them to engage with society
and statutory bodies at a high level.
This contributes to improving their
level of understanding on the MPS to a
leadership level absent to that of many
of their peers. It was discussed that
the Young Leaders needed to be given
continued support (through regular
funding streams) in their leadership
pathways and be seen as positive role
models in the wider community.
7.1.5 The Police as a Career
Young Leaders articulated that for
them to consider a career in Policing,
contact with the MPS should be made
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when
young
adolescents
considering career options.

are

Many suggestions on how young
people could be encouraged to see
the Police as a career were discussed.
Young leaders suggested that as
social media is used by young people,
it
was
important
to
portray
positive/informative messages as a
mechanism of engagement.
The Young leaders explained their
understanding of the range of
specialised units in the police such as;
finance, photographers, forensics,
firearms, analysts and many more.
They stressed that their understanding
of diverse careers in the Police was
not shared by the majority of young
people, many of whom believed that
the Police tended to view BME
communities negatively. It was agreed
that greater information on the range
of careers in the police better inform
young people of a career in Policing.
Many of the delegates explained that
the Cadets programme was a way to
introduce young people to the Police.
However, it was felt that many of those
going into the Police as a career, were
encouraged to do so by family
members who were already in the
Police. Many BME young people did
not know or want to join the Cadets
through fear of reprisals from their
peers, especially those who live in
deprived areas with high crime rates.
Young Leaders informed delegates
that the programme offered by BPACT
Voyage had given them something to
work towards, as it was a long-term
programme. They articulated that
school officers do not present a clear
picture of a career pathway into
Policing, as they were mainly there to
give advice, which many already know
in upper school. They did not feel that
this would change attitudes and make
people feel that it was a viable career
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to pursue, nor did they feel that many
would have trust and confidence in the
Police through the visits. Many young
people do know who had committed
crimes, but choose not to speak out to
the Police.
7.1.6 Workshop Recommendations
1) Young Leaders should be
encouraged to apply to all
Independent Advisory Groups.
These groups are required on
each MPS Borough, (however,
it was noted that young people
need to complete participation
in a leadership programme
initially in order to be effective
and relevant participants on
these groups).
2) Young Leaders should be
enlisted to join the Borough
Youth Programme’s on each
Borough.
3) Young Leaders should be
given
the
opportunity
to
shadow a Police Officer or unit,
depending on their chosen
career path. This could then be
tweeted out to their peers if
they wanted to do so.
4) Young Leaders should be
encouraged to be part of media
groups to help with social
media messages in languages
young people understand.
5) Young Leaders should be
invited
to
meetings
and
consulted
on
decisions
regarding
Policing
young
people (it was stressed that
young people require more
notice and more planned
engagement).
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6) The Young leaders programme
should be promoted and
entered for awards.
7) The
scheme
should
be
endorsed and adopted. A
standardised
programme
should be available in all
schools and offered to those
that
are
in
the
most
disadvantaged
areas
of
London
and
across
the
country.
8) Young leaders should be
exposed into the areas of
media and politics and other
areas
of
interest
after
graduation.
9) The programme should be
made
available
to
other
constabularies especially areas
with high BME young people.
10) MPS BME Community Leaders
in Boroughs should bridge the
gap
between
BME
communities and the Police,
especially BME young people.
It was recommended that the
Young Leaders could help on
the best ways in which social
media could be used to
promote the police as a career.
11) Communication
on
Recruitment by MPS to BME
Year 8 and 9 when young
BME's are contemplating their
GCSE options.
12) A rating system re: Police
officers service to members of
the public, i.e. by text
messages as phone numbers
can be given at a scene of SS,
or any encounter.
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13) Third party reporting areas to
report a complaint or a
negative encounter or give
positive feedback must be
made easier for young people
on their phones.
14) Yearly tracking forecast on all
Young Leaders prospects, after
graduation over 5 years.
15) Engage with parents, along
with recognised people within
the Community, i.e. church
leaders.
7.1.7 Final Thoughts
The final recommendation from
delegates was that engaging with
young people should be undertaken
collectively. Emphasis was placed on
encouraging young people to go into a
career in the Police. The Police should
acknowledge that past negative
actions from a few officers is not
tolerated. In the event of such
incidents, attempts are made to
account to communities.
It is important that the public know that
standards in the Police are high and
that accountability is expected at all
levels, and in all departments. Young
Leaders can bridge that gap. They
understand and respect officers and
can justify actions that may be taken in
some situations of Policing. Reporting
negative encounters must start with
young people.
The Voyage programme allows young
people to reduce their fears and
anxieties. It equips them with
knowledge that many young people
lack. The VOYAGE programme could
be a vital tool to educate young
people, allowing them to enter
adulthood feeling safer and more
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positive in reporting crime, and see
Policing as a positive career path.
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7.2 Institutional Mental Stress
Workshop Facilitator, Dr Aileen
Alleyne

•
•

Stress disturbs the mental
equilabrium; and
The psychological response to
stress is experienced on
encountering a threat that we
feel we do not have the
resources to deal with.

7.2.2 Discrimination

Dr Alleyne led a practical and
informative workshop to enable
delegates to gain an understanding
and insight into the impact of
workplace
stress
caused
by
discrimination
and
racism.
The
workshop was based on Dr Alleyne's
doctoral research into the patterns of
work-related stress experienced by
black workers.
Dr Alleyne began the workshop by
defining the following concepts; stress
and discrimination.
7.2.1 Stress
Stress is a form of alarm/reaction
which results in heightened mental
and bodily states.
•

Stress
impacts
on
psychological
(mind)
physiological (body);

the;
and

To discriminate means to distinguish,
single out, or make a distinction. In the
context of civil rights law, unlawful
discrimination refers to unfair or
unequal treatment of an individual (or
group) based on certain characteristics
including; age, disability, ethnicity,
gender, marital status, national origin,
race, religion and sexual orientation.
7.2.3 Types of Discrimination under
the Equality Act (2010):
Direct Discrimination – deciding not to
employ, refusing training, denying
promotion.
Indirect discrimination – selection tools
or procedures that have a different or
excluding effect on people from a
particular group.
Harassment – intentional behaviour
which is found threatening or
disturbing.
Victimisation – unfair treatment of a
worker by an employer which
breaches rights under employment
legislation.
7.2.4

Manisfestation
Stress

of

Workplace
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•

•
•

With the help of a very detailed
powerpoint presentation, Dr Alleyne
outlined
the
manifestation
of
workplace stress for black people. She
described this as a 'spiral of events'
which
has
6
stages;
micro/macroaggressions,
workers
response, mistakes, management
reaction, crisis and impasse.
Stage 1: Macro and Micro aggressions
The first stage of the spiral of events is
that the individual may experience or
be viewed as having minor difficulties.
This can manifest in a number of
ways:
•

•

•

A Black individual may be
publicly corrected by a White
colleague in the workplace;
A Black individual may notice
that a White person never
makes proper eye contact with
them whilst speaking; and
A Black individual may notice
that they are deliberately
ignored or excluded from
normal pleasantries in the work
environment.

These impacts of the macro and micro
aggressions experiences may cause
the individual to feel upset, shamed,
offended or excluded. This can
contribute to the following;
•

The individual may feel a
violation of the soul. This
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causes deep wounding, shame
and
experiences
of
infantilisation;
In
the
workplace,
the
'wounding' creates a sense of
disconnect between the Black
worker
and
their
White
counterpart;
Potential
threat
towards
workplace cohesion; and
The Black worker develops
feelings of caution, hypervigilance and hyper-sensitivity
to future possible wounding or
hurt.

Stage 2: The Worker Response
The persistence of micro and macro
aggressions leads to the second stage
of the spiral of events – the response.
The response can be either overt or
lead to a complete withdrawl from the
situation. Overt reactions tend to invite
the
following
responses
from
colleagues/managers; 'You are being
too sensitive; you must have a chip on
your shoulder; you are being difficult; I
find you aggressive; your behaviour is
threatening.”
The dissmissive responses and
labelling of the individual by their
colleagues/managers causes hurt for
the individual. As the hurt is not
recognised, it leads to the individual
internalising their pain or lashing out.
The continuation of the situation leads
the individual to feel pre-occupied with
the situation, this contributes to them
feeling a sense of impotence in
themselves and their work. They feel
targeted and isolated.
Stage 3: Mistakes/Slip-ups
The culmination of the distress on the
Black worker leads to the third stage of
the spiral of events – mistakes/slip
ups. The Black workers preoccupation
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with their situation makes them
vulnerable to making mistakes at work.
The mistakes are noticed and
highlighted in an exposing manner.
The perpetuation of the situation
causes the worker to feel harassed
and even victimised. This situation
causes the Black worker to become
engaged in an excessive egojustification. This is a defence
mechanism
for
feeling
blamed,
devalued and a reaction to their
powerlessness.

the situation to escalate towards
formal disciplining procedures.
This situation can lead to the Black
worker responding in one of three
ways;
•

•

•
Stage 4: Management's Response
The fourth stage of the spiral of events
is the response of management. The
response of management can take two
forms. They may be complicit in the
difficulties making the Black worker
feel unsupported and undervalued, or
they may over-react, demonstrating an
inability to deal effectively with these
issues.
Typically,
management
reaction can be clumsy, unfair and
incompetent. This situation can lead to
the Black worker being 'penalised' for
challenging the status quo; e.g.
increased
workload,
or
being
transferred to another department. The
worker may experience 'conspiratorial'
managerial efforts often described as
'closing ranks' that set situations up for
them to fail. This creates an
environment whereby 'grinding down'
occurs. This makes it hard for the
worker to feel that they receive fair and
just treatment in a consistent manner.
Stage 5: Crisis
The crisis stage of the spiral of events
describes a situation whereby the
Black workers situation has spiralled
into an intractable, messy crisis. The
worker is unhappy, distressed, and
both sides are entrenched within their
own
positions.
At
this
stage,
management may issue a formal
warning and there is a tendency for
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embarking on a path of legal
recourse, e.g. employment
tribunal;
reluctantly accepting the reality
of being dismissed from work;
and
Hidden
injuries
potentially
forcing a decision of early
retirement in medical grounds.

Stage 6: Impasse
The final stage of the spiral of events
signifies a deadlock. The worker is
emotionally
ground
down
and
management is exasperated. There is
defensive posturing on both sides;
management is concerned about
possible claims of racism whilst the
worker attempts to obsessively justify
their professional worth. This can
create a chronic stalemate which can
last months or years. The outcome of
the situation can be that; management
may settle with a financial pat off to the
worker, the worker retires on medical
grounds, they leave for another job, or
the worker finally wins their case and
is grudgingly re-instated to their pot.
The grinding down process and hidden
injuries contribute to genuine mental
health damage.
As part of her research Dr Alleyne
interviewed 30 individuals. Their
responses
have
led
to
the
classification of how individuals deal
with hidden injuries from workplace
mental stress. This is presented in the
diagram below.
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Favours and
waivers

Black identity
wounding and
issues for
autonomy

Cultural
trauma and
intra-psychic
issues

Attitudes
towards
authority

Stoicism and
resilience

7.2.5 Favours and Waivers, Black
Identity wounding-difficulties for
autonomy
Through her research, Dr Alleyne
identified that the impact of Black
identity wounding had negative
consequences for the individual and
created an archetypal mindset. This
manifested
itself
through
a
predisposition for waiting to be given
opportunities as opposed to being
'actional'. In addition, this led to the
individual 'holding of a range of
'scripts'; such as “they only make it
available to a certain kind, your face
has to fit".
The impact of the 'scripts' was that
they negatively influenced individuals
being
proactive
in
seizing
opportunities,
initiating,
leading,
creating openings for one's benefit and
being more self governing. This
contributes to creating a situation
whereby individuals find difficulty in
exercising their personal rights and
seeing their full potential.
7.2.6 Attitudes towards authority
The research identified that 23 of the
respondents had an ambivalent
attititude towards authority. This
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manifested itself in people seeing
being told what to do as 'doing
deference' i.e. yielding to White
people, giving over personal power
and autonomy. This attitude led to
confusion and an ambivalence with
authority.
Whilst
respondents
recognised
these
attitudes
and
behaviours, the research found a
resignatation towards its impact.
7.2.7 Stoicism and resilience
Of the 30 respondents surveyed, 28
indicated that they remained resilient
during their workplace difficulties and
stress. The rationale given by
respondents for their stoicism was;
"I've given many years of service",
“why should I be pushed out", “I want
to hold onto the satisfaction of truly
helping my clients". Furthermore,
respondents highlighted that they
looked forward to a secure pension
and not wanting to leave a job with
good
pay.
Many
respondents
articulated that they felt powerless to
change things/make a difference and
as such, settled for the status quo.
However, the impact of the setting for
the status quo was that individuals
developed a feeling of resentment at
being placed within a 'silent war of
attrition'.
7.2.8 Trauma and intra-psychic issues
Dr Alleyne's research identified the
damage
caused
by
workplace
institutionalised stress which can be
experienced as clinical trauma. The
manifestations of which were identified
as follows; damaged self worth, loss of
confidence and desire; hypervigilence
and paranoia; mistrust and dis-ease
(somatisation and disease); physical
illness e.g. high blood pressure, weight
loss/gain, hair loss, loss of libido;
vengefulness, bitterness, depression;
loss and bereavement.
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In conclusion, Dr Alleyne identified a
series of practical steps for managing
institutional mental stress. These steps
are presented below in table format:

Spiral of Events
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7.2.9 Recommendations
Delegates were advised to familiarise
themselves with the full workings of
their organisation's;

Action
Required

•
•

Presence of
micro/macroaggressions

Spot it, name
it, confront it.

•

Workers
response

Seek support
from objective
allies. Act not
React. Identify
and own what
is
yours.
Challenge
assertively
what belongs
to the other.

Mistakes/slip ups

Share
your
distress.
A
burden shared
is a burden
halved. Rally
effective
support.

Management's
response

Educate
management
to the unique
phenomenon
of
race,
workplace
stress and its
hidden injuries.

Crisis and
Impasse

If the above
are
successfully
employed,
crisis
and
impasse could
be
deescalated.

Code of conduct;
Equal
opportunities
in
employment policy; and
Grievance
(employee
complaints) procedures

Seek counselling to deal with stigmatic
stress, feelings of being overwhelmed,
losing personal control and restoring
damaged self-esteem and self worth.
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7.3 Reflecting Our Communities
Workshop Facilitator, Sonia Brown MBE

has
changed
regarding
promotional opportunities; and
•

7.3.1 Key Actions, Challenging
Organisations Processes

Develop
leadership
potential
through schemes like “Releasing
Potential” when traditional training
options are not available.

PCSOs need to be linked into the staff
networks to access mentoring, support
and advice around recruitment issues:
•

The workshop was facilitated by Sonia
Brown.
Delegates
discussed
the
importance of external race test assessors
(independent) and recruitment and
promotion panels to ensure impartiality
and fairness processes:
•

Ensure panels are made up of a
diverse mix of people;

•

Undertake
panels.

a

cultural

audit

•
•

Challenge unconscious bias and
sameness agenda; and
Shatter the old boys' network.

7.3.2 Staff Associations
The importance of staff associations was
identified by delegates. It was agreed that
their role was essential to driving
organisational change and ensure that
diversity is returned to the agenda. It was
important for unfair decisions to be
challenged decisions and for individuals to
stop being passive:
•

Look at career development for Police
Staff through mentoring, sponsoring and
networking through senior staff members:
•

Apply external learning to access
management skills via lateral
moves e.g. public appointment and
school governors;

•

Staff associations to conduct exit
interviews
to
improve
best
practice; and

•

Develop
strategic
networking
opportunities to provide support
and enhanced opportunities for
learning and development.

of

This will:-

Understand
individual
responsibility
for development
because the organizational culture

PCSOs could be trained to be
FLOs
to
offer
alternative
development
pathways
and
support to BME communities.
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7.4 Hitting that Glass Ceiling, “It’s A
Blue Baton Thing!”
Workshop Facilitator, Denise Milani,
Director, Business Change &
Diversity, Metropolitan Police

Denise opened her sessions by asking
each delegate to introduce themselves
by name and force stating their
reasons for attending the workshop.
The following is an overview of the
reasons given by each of the three
groups attending the workshop.
Session 1
1. “I want to know how to
progress and support others”
2. “Support
colleagues
to
progress
and
believe
in
themselves”
3. “There are other barriers to
progression, i.e. age, gender
and race”
4. “I’ve given up on promotion”
5. “Leadership and progression”
6. “Given up on promotion”
7. “What barriers are there in the
force? Have been trying
unsuccessfully to get promoted
for the past 8 years”

Session 2
1. “Inspired by other achievers
and how they overcame
obstacles”
2. “In my current job for the past
14 years and have been trying
for the last 5 years to break
through the glass ceiling”
3. “Want to advise Police on
where
they
are
going
wrong/can improve”
4. “How to get the drill hammer
to go through the concrete
walls”
5. “Observation”
6. “I’m responsible for HR and I
want to know what abilities I
have to remove the glass
ceiling”
7. “To make sure that Mr
McIntosh keeps his words”
8. “Share ideas and solutions”
9. “Want to get promoted”
10. “Better
understanding
to
improve job in Home Office
policing Department”
11. “How to identify how to get
the first Black commissioner”
Session 3
1. “I want to help inspire, support
and encourage people to hit
the glass ceiling”
2. “What is the glass ceiling?”
3. “Grabbing title”
4. “What is HR’s perspective of
the glass ceiling?”
5. “Experienced hitting the glass
ceiling”
6. “Poor relationship with the
Black Police Association”
7. “Championed
for
this
workshop, lots of reports on
recruitment and retention, but
what can we do to improve this
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and manage BME staff rather
than waiting for opportunities?”
8. “Ideas to crack on with my
career”
9. “Need a more diverse police
force and reflective of the
community, how can we help
those coming up behind me?”
Denise addressed the delegates’
individual concerns and with the aid of
a PowerPoint presentation, went on to
further explain the meaning of The
Glass Ceiling:“An invisible but real
barrier to advancement in a
profession, especially affecting
women and members of minorities.”
Denise explained the concept of
“Sticky Floors” i.e. the situation faced
by many junior women, often from
BME communities, in not being able to
even get beyond the most basic grade
in terms of promotion; and also
explained the idea of “intersectionality”
– the situation and experiences of
members of minority groups with any
number of the challenges associated
with more than one of the range of
protected characteristics, e.g. a
disabled, BME, female.
Discussion followed on the language
minority groups often used to
disempower themselves, and how
individuals sometimes use language to
“think”
barriers
into
existence.
Discussions centred on language and
how it is used for inclusion/exclusion.
Denise light heartedly challenged
many of the delegates on their own
form of excluding those who are not
1. “Stay focussed, don’t be
swayed by peers, keep
studying and learn to deal with
setbacks”
2. “Be happy”
3. “Move on, if your enthusiasm
has gone then take control”

members of the Police service through
Service members use of Three Letter
Acronyms (TLA’s) examples of which
were many throughout the workshops
e.g. CID “Criminal Investigation
Department” or the street talk
definition, “Coppers In Disguise!”
Denise identified two distinctive types
of individuals she labelled “radiators”
or “drains”. The former emitting light,
positivity, warmth, ideas and solutions,
the latter drawing energy out of any
given situation to the point that one’s
energy level dwindles and disappears.
Workshop
colleagues
were
encouraged to look at the recently
launched “Gender Agenda” and also
“What About Us?” the report by the
NBPA on the situation of BME women
in Policing.
The main points in the workshops
focussed on issues of empowerment,
networking, engaging and being
engaged through social media and
ultimately the notion of individual
choice.
Denise explained her intention to
establish
networking
site;
#HITTHEGLASSCEILING. The site
would be based on and include
individual advice arising from a written
task in the shape of a poem or letter to
be opened in 2024, by a young
woman embarking on her career.
Delegates
were
provided
with
snapshots of the advice received in
the form of poems/letters:4. “Take time to enjoy what/who
you have become”
5. “Be the change you want to
see”
6. “You can/will achieve what
you set your mind on. There
are no glass ceilings because
I smashed it years ago!”
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7.

“Embrace
everyone’s
differences and don’t believe
that everyone is the same.
Judge a person by their
content.
8. “Have a career plan and set
objectives”
“Treat your family like a glass ball – if
you drop it – it will break; treat your job
like a rubber ball; if you drop this, you
can always bounce back!”
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7.5 NBPA LEGACY
Workshop facilitator, Charles Crichlow
MA

Small Constabularies
It is very important the NBPA
leadership pay more attention to
smaller constabularies. This is where
many serious issues are going
unnoticed and where the isolation of
Black staff is perhaps the greatest.
Nurturing Unity

Panel members (listed left to right)
Ruwan Udwerage-Perera MSc –
Retired
former
NBPA
General
Secretary, David McFarlane – Retired
former Met BPA Executive and NBPA
National Coordinator, Wendell Henry –
Former NBPA Treasurer, Franstine
Jones – NBPA President, Janet Hills –
Met BPA Chair and NBPA Cabinet
member, Leroy Logan PhD (Hon) MBE
– Retired founding member of Met
BPA and founding NBPA Chair,
Charles Crichlow MA – Former NBPA
President, Bevan Powell MBE –
Retired former Met BPA Chair and
NBPA Cabinet member.
7.5.1 Issues covered
Independence From Home Office /
Police Leadership
It was noted that in the formative years
of the NBPA, that support from the
Home Office was welcome. However,
it was felt that there was a high degree
of dependency, which inhibited the
freedom to speak out on important
issues. It was agreed that the current
level of financial independence had to
be maintained and extended and the
relationship with the Home Office and
College of Policing needs to be
properly calibrated. New leadership
must remember that historically the
NBPA lobbied across political lines.

There was a general observation
among panel members that a
breakdown of unity among Black staff
has occurred and there is a danger
this will lead to further isolation and
spell trouble for the future. The NBPA
needs to find ways of promoting that
unity, particularly through social
programmes.
Development of Local Associations
Strong local associations are essential
to development of a strong National
body. This way of thinking must be
programmed into the work of the
Cabinet. NBPA leadership must
always be visible at a local level to
send the message that we are a
strong and relevant organisation.
Retired Members
Retired BPA members are an amazing
untapped resource for the serving
NBPA leadership. They have done
their time, they know the terrain and
generally have less to lose and can
speak freely. Retired members can act
as a compass for the NBPA in terms of
its core founding principles and values.
Many
retired
members
are
volunteering to help but BPA’s are not
configured appropriately to utilise their
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assistance. This needs to be
remedied. A better understanding of
the foundation principles of NBPA will
help new members to understand and
be able to articulate the relevance of
the organisation.
Income Generation
The NBPA needs to be far more
business like in terms of raising
income. Strategies
should
take
account of the fact that retired
members have time and resources
available to them and in many cases
are looking for ways of maintaining
social contact with the service. US
NBPA has many exemplary income
generation
programmes.
Anyone
aspiring to lead the NBPA should have
a manifesto that includes a clear
agenda for raising income.
Protecting The Legacy
There is a concern that the history of
the NBPA is not being properly
documented and there is a real danger
that others could exploit this weakness
by presenting an inaccurate narrative
of the NBPA legacy. A number of
retired members have volunteered to
work documenting the history of the
NBPA. All in all, the forum was very
well received. A number of younger
BPA
members
attending
the
workshop, expressed amazement at
hearing the history and development
of the NBPA. There was unanimous
agreement that the legacy of the
NBPA needs to be preserved and that
aspiring leaders will benefit greatly
from a proper understanding of its
history.
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7.6 NILE – Engaging
Criminal Justice System

with
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the

%
Workshop facilitator, Mike Franklin

communities and work
address these perceptions;
•

to

Forces
need
to
impose
standards on their people that
are clear and easy to
understand; and

Feedback following a complaint is as
important as dealing with it in the first
place. If the feedback is poor, the
perception remains the same; 'they
won't deal with it as it should be’.

The former IPCC Commissioner, Mike
Franklin, facilitated the workshop.
Delegates agreed that in the area of
engaging communities, the following
factors needed to be taken into
consideration:
•

BME communities need to be
empowered to be confident
when dealing with the CJS;

•

Forces need to be proactive in
identifying bullies and racists;

•

Forces need to protect victims
and witnesses;

•

Better engagement is needed
both internally and externally;

•

Police and staff need to
understand racism and not use
unwitting or unconscious bias
as an excuse;

•

Forces need to understand the
perceptions of their
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Conference Workshop Feedback
On conclusion of the Conference Workshops, delegates provided the conference
facilitator, Tony Smikle with a number of recommendations. Eight recommendations
were agreed by Conference and they are presented in the table below.

1. The NBPA Cabinet and NEC must familiarise itself with seminal documents that have
informed the debate around the police service ‘reflecting the communities’ we serve in
order to support BPAs and the CJS.
2. The NBPA needs to learn from its history and utilise the skills and knowledge of former
and retired members, including a process to formally document the history of the NBPA.
3. The NBPA needs to develop a structure that develops members for Cabinet roles and
understand the role of charity trustees.
4. The NBPA must develop the support infrastructure in order to support members with
issues such as stress and other work related issues.
5. In partnership with stakeholders, develop engagement programmes that include young
BME people that will lead to a career or greater participation in Policing.
6. The NBPA to add to the ‘Gender Agenda 3’ utilising the current data and the report
‘What about us’ to ensure that BME women are included in the retention and progression
plans.
7. The NBPA to be an active member of the College of Policing BME 2018 project and
have a key role in recruitment, retention and progression initiatives.
8. The NBPA to be routinely considered as a primary consultee by all stakeholders
involved in decision making, relating to Policing and provided with an opportunity to inform
the decision making process.
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Section 8 – Evaluation Findings and Analysis
1. 178 people attended the two-day conference. Unfortunately only 17 people
completed and returned the conference evaluation forms. This gave a 30.3%
return rate. This is very low.
2. The low response rate necessitates that the evaluation findings are
interpreted with caution. It is however, important to understand and
acknowledge contributory factors to the poor response rate.
3. First, the evaluation forms were not distributed at the conference. They were
compiled and disseminated after the conference in the week commencing
22nd December 2014, nearly two months after the event.
4. Secondly, despite two email requests for delegates to complete and return
the evaluation forms, only 17 forms were completed and returned. This is
clearly disappointing.
5. Whilst it would be easy to apportion blame, to do so would be divisive and
unhelpful. Instead, attention should be placed on the NBPA Executive
learning from the incident. Focus should be placed on the following;
prioritising the collation and analysis of evaluation and management
information; and developing and embedding a robust evaluation and
monitoring framework for future activities. This is discussed later in this
section of the report.
6. Whilst the response rate for the conference was low, the overall feeling of the
respondents was that the conference was a success.

"This was one of the best conferences I have been to. The content,
the speakers and the fact there was also government and persons of
high rank at the conference, cemented the importance of the
conference. I think our conference should never be of the agenda and
I think some of the other speakers such as Malik from the NBPA in
the USA, all proved for a successful dynamic conference. It was an
experience to meet so many colleagues who were familiar with your
own personal stories. It was refreshing!!! It was also encouraging for a
young officer to meet different colleagues of colour in high rank, but
also colleagues of the same rank who I found many things in common
with over the three days." Female Police Officer, Merseyside, 5
years service.

"Hearing the views that were passionately expressed by delegates,
guests and moderators. There were some compelling viewpoints and
experiences that broadened my knowledge...Overall a wonderful and
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interestingly varied conference. Thank you." Male Police Staff, West
Yorkshire, 5 years service.

“This was a well-run conference with minor hiccups here and there.
The executives of the National have worked hard along with a lot of
support from BPAs around the country to ensure that this was a great
conference. THANK YOU.” Male Police Officer, Avon and
Somerset, 28 years service.

7. The key evaluative outcomes of the conference will be outlined. For ease of
understanding, the findings have been grouped into three areas;
administration, conference content, and delegate profile. Due to the low return
rate, the analysis presents responses as raw data and percentages. As such,
caution needs to be used when interpreting the findings.
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8.1 Conference Administration
Generally, the administration of the conference was viewed favourably by the 17
respondents in relation to the following areas; registration process, conference
location/facilities and food.
i.

In relation to the conference registration
process, 47% (8 people) felt that the
registration process was excellent, 29%
(5 people) felt it was good and 8% (3
people) said it was fair.

ii.

In relation to the conference location,
53% (9 people) of respondents thought
it was excellent, 35% (6 people) thought
it was good, 12% (2 people) thought it
was fair.

iii.

In relation to the conference facilities,
53% (9 people) of respondents thought
it was excellent, 35% (6 people) thought
it was good and 12% (2 people) thought
it was fair.

iv.

In relation to the conference food, 41% (7 people) of respondents felt that it was
good, 29% (5 people) thought it was fair and 24% (4 people) thought it was excellent.
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8.2 Conference Content
Respondents were allowed to select multiple reasons to explain their reason for attending
the conference. The most popular reasons given for attending the conference was an
opportunity to network (29%) and the conference content (28%). 20% (7 people) of
respondents felt that the conference was an opportunity for their personal growth and
development whilst 17% (6 people) indicated that the conference speakers was one of the
main reasons for their attendance at the conference. Interestingly one respondent indicated
that their reason for attending the conference was: “to celebrate the history of the BPA.”

i.

The most popular workshop attended by the respondents was the institutional
mental stress workshop. This was attended by 24% (10 people) of the respondents.
This was closely followed by the Reflecting our Communities workshop, which was
attended by 22% (9 people) and the progression – Hitting that Glass Ceiling
conference with 19% (8 respondents).

ii.

Respondents were asked whether they felt that the workshop fulfilled its agreed
aims and objectives. 76% (13 people) said that they felt the conference fulfilled its
aims and objectives, whilst 24% (4 people) of respondents felt that it didn't.
A number of respondents outlined why they felt that the workshops did not fulfil their
aims and objectives;

iii.
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"The
‘Reflecting
our
Communities’ was changed at
the last minute. It became a
talking shop about the problems
with promotion. I even forgot
what the original topic was until
my friend reminded me. My friend
was disappointed. This was
raised at the time with Janet
Hills." Female Police Officer,
Met, 31 years service.

"No - This was not appropriate
content to the lecture description
(‘Reflecting our Community’) at all
and I would not have chosen this
talk if I had known the content. I
am not a Police Officer and the
content was geared towards
employees of the Police which
was unfair re the description. Very
disappointing and a waste of my
time." Respondent 4.

i.

Delegates were asked to indicate whether they felt that they had developed their
knowledge and understanding as a result of the aims and objectives of the
workshops. 87% of respondents (14 people) felt that they had improved their
knowledge and understanding whilst 24% (2 people) felt that they hadn't.

iv.

Respondents were asked to elaborate as to which aspects of the workshop they
found interesting or useful. Ten of the respondents provided some important insight
into their reasoning. From an analysis of the 17 evaluation forms, the most pertinent
responses are captured.

"The interaction of two chief
Inspectors on what you have to do
and who you need to speak to if you
are really thinking of getting
promoted, and also suggestions like
ensuring that BME officers and staff
have access to a mentor in relation
to their personal needs who
understands barriers such as
unconscious bias!!” Male PC, Avon
and Somerset, 28 years service.

"I found the workshop conducted by
Mike Franklin to be very informative,
to be honest, police complaints is
something you don't have to pay
much attention too, unless you have
to complain, or had a complaint
against you. It was interesting to hear
from someone who worked in the
field and was at the top. His
workshop was entertaining and
educational." Female Constable,
Merseyside, 5 years service.
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"I like the content of the workshop
progression –Hitting that Glass
Ceiling – and some areas for
development. Institutional mental
stress is very interesting as it
explains how to cope with the
problem." Female Police Staff,
Suffolk, 10 years service.

"Interaction with representatives from
other forces from around the country
and learning from their experiences
as facilitated by the facilitators of the
workshops." Male Police PC, West
Yorkshire, 7 years service.

"The inspired speakers encouraged structured discussion that led to
passionate exchange of ideas and values. The content was well thought out
and relevant to the individuals participating but also to the larger picture of
the policing family. Both that I attended filled me with intrigue and drive to
progress and develop my own future." Male Police Officer, Suffolk, 7
years service.
i.

Delegates were encouraged to elaborate on how they felt the conference workshops
could be made more effective. The most popular reason given by respondents (4
people) was for the workshops to be longer.

"If the duration would be longer like 90 minutes as mental stress was so
quick and did not have time for questions and answers session. It was only
for 60 minutes." Female Police Staff, Suffolk, 10 years service.

ii.

Respondents identified the following areas of improvement;

"Slightly
more
organised
in
directions to seminars within the
complex and more information as to
workshop content." Male Police
Staff, West Yorkshire, 5 years
service.

"Some of the advertised workshops
did not appear to take place which
was a shame." Male Police Staff,
West Yorkshire, 5 years service.

"Not to allow last minute registration
for most popular workshops as this
will facilitate in populating less
popular workshops making them
more worthwhile to attend." Male
Police Officer, West Yorkshire, 7
years service.

"I think the Young Black Advocates
workshops should have been led by
the young people and for it not to be
a consultation, which I felt it was. I
thought it would be more educational
to hear from the young people and
how we can provide a better service
for them, as children are rarely seen
and heard." Female Police Officer,
Merseyside, 5 years service.
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"The second workshop, Hitting that Glass Ceiling was again very interesting
as you can imagine this was a very hot subject!! This workshop told the
majority of members what they already knew, but did not give any detail
about how to tackle this problem. There were a few chief inspectors
attending this workshop who gave much needed insight into who you need
to engage with and why, in order to give yourself the best chance of getting
promoted! My personal thoughts are that if this subject is raised again then
it would be better to give practical ideas and guidelines from those who
have sought and succeeded in promotion re mentors and feedback etc.”
Male Police Officer, Avon and Somerset, 28 years service.
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8.3 Delegate Profile
i.

The evaluation attempted to elicit information from delegates regarding their
personal profile; i.e. gender, role, length of service, police force area. It must
be acknowledged that 1 respondent failed to complete the question in relation
to gender, 2 delegates failed to complete the question in relation to role and
area and 1 person failed to indicate how long they have been in the service.

ii.

Of those delegates who completed the evaluation form, 62% (10 people)
were male and 38% (6 people) were female. Of which, 73% (11 people) were
Police Officers, 27% (4 people) were Police Staff.

iii.

In relation to where delegates came from, 20% (3 people) came from Suffolk,
13% (2 people) came from British Transport Police and 13% (2 people) came
from Kent.

iv.

Finally, in relation to how long officers had been in the police service; 25% (6
people) had been in the service between 20-25 years, 25% (4 people) had
been in the service between 5-10 years and 13% (2 people) had been in the
service for 2 years.
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Respondents were encouraged to outline what they felt was needed to
improve future conferences. Two comments are of particular importance:

"Could I suggest that where good practice is being used at local or regional
level that this is shared via the National to ensure that the knowledge and
experience is shared to all members. Also as we are an ever shrinking
group, could I suggest that established BPAs are promoted and tasked to
engage with their neighbouring forces and constabularies so that they can
share and assist each other in the future." Male Police Officer, Avon and
Somerset, 28 years service.

"Experiences are the same across the country – NBPA could do with
capturing this and developing a better database to share experiences and
best practices on a continual basis." Female Police Officer, West
Midlands, 22 years service.
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8.4 Chart: Conference Delegates by Police Force Area
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8.5 Analysis of Findings, Issues
and Recommendations
The low response rate to the
conference evaluation forms is very
disappointing. Furthermore, it makes it
very difficult to make any conclusive
assessment as to the actual or
perceived
effectiveness
of
the
conference.
However, given the fact that there are
a number of detailed comments in a
significant proportion of the completed
evaluation forms, a much needed
qualitative
assessment
of
the
conference is able to be formed. A
combination
of
these
detailed
comments
and
a
number
of
conversations between the report
author and the NBPA President and
General Secretary have facilitated the
development of a clear view of the
issues raised and recommendations
needed.
These
are
presented
thematically under the following
headings:
•
•
•

Administration
Workshops
Membership

8.6 Administration
One of the areas of concern of the
report author which is shared by the
NBPA
President
and
General
Secretary has been the lack of and
quality of the following; workshop
notes/conference feedback, speaker
speeches, overview of the questions
and answers held on the first day of
the conference, completed evaluation
forms. As indicated at the beginning of
this section of the report, the
evaluation forms were only sent out to
delegates nearly 2 months after the
conference.
The lack of consistency in the
workshop notes made it extremely
difficult for the report author to gain a
complete
understanding
of
the
discussions and outcomes of the
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following workshops; Reflecting Our
Communities and NILE - Engaging
with BME communities in the Criminal
Justice System.

8.7 Workshops
A combination of participant feedback
and the brief review outlining key
issues in the area of race and policing
contained at the contextualisation
section at beginning of this report,
makes it clear that in their choice of
conference workshops the NBPA
identified priority issues which have
relevance for their members and BME
communities.
8.7.1 The selection of two workshops
for the conference are identified
as being of a particularly timely
nature. The first "Young people
over
policed
and
under
protected" should be viewed in
the context of the report of the
All Party Parliamentary Group
for Children Inquiry into Children
and the Police published in
October 2014 and chaired by
Baroness Massey of Darwen
(see service delivery section of
the report).
8.7.2 Secondly, given longstanding
issues
around
racial
discrimination in employment
faced by BME staff in the
criminal justice system, the
Institutional
Mental
Stress
workshop has a pertinence
which
requires
further
exploration by the NBPA and by
extension to the NILE groups of
which the NBPA is a member.
8.7.3 This finding is in light of the
generally very positive response
to the workshop which was
underpinned by a very detailed
presentation. Furthermore, the
findings should be seen in light
as a potential response and 'part
solution' through the process of
empowerment of Black members
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undergoing stress as a result of
racial discrimination in the
workplace.
8.7.4 Thirdly, given continuing national
and global issues around
Female
Genital
Mutilation,
Forced Marriage and Honour
Based Violence and growing
concerns around radicalisation
(in
particular
of
Muslim
communities), future workshops
should consider the role of both
women, non-police staff and
religious staff groups in areas of
collaborative work, focussed
around community engagement.

8.8 Membership Communication
A number of respondents outlined the
importance of disseminating regular
information to BPA members about
national and local issues. In particular
members identified the need for more
regionalised
work
to
capacity
build/mentor
local
BPAs.
Communication is vital to ensuring that
the BPA has relevance, presence and
the tools within which to effectively
deliver their role. Critically, it is this
type of work, which is needed to
ensure the continued evolution of the
NBPA. This needs to be seen in the
light of the retirement of the founding
members of the group. Consideration
needs to be given to encouraging
membership amongst new recruits and
existing police staff.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A discrete piece of work needs to be
developed to ensure that the NBPA
develops and embeds effective
systems to monitor management and
equality considerations and that these
are handled and stored with due
regard to data protection legislation.
The types of information, which should
be collated are as follows:

Gender
Part-time/full-time working
Ethnicity
Religion/belief
Police staff/officer
Grade
Area
Years of service

8.9.1 The collation and analysis of this
information is vital for the NBPA
to be able to understand its
membership at a local level. This
will enable the NBPA to target its
work around its membership. For
example, one of the comments
from a delegate highlighted
concerns that one of the
workshops was geared towards
Police Officers.
"I am not a Police Officer and
the content was geared
towards employees of the
Police which was unfair re the
description.
Very
disappointing and a waste of
my time" Respondent 4
8.10 The Workshops
Delegates had the opportunity to
attend 6 workshops. They were as
follows:
•
•

8.9 Recommendations
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•
•
•

Reflecting Our Community –
Recruitment
Black
Police
Association
Legacy
Institutional Mental Stress
Young people over policed
under protected
NILE – Engaging with the
Criminal Justice System

8.10.1 The
conference
planners
organised each workshop to
have present a note taker whose
role
was
to
provide
a
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comprehensive note of the
workshop which would be
circulated
to
delegates.
Unfortunately, there was no
consistency in the quality of the
notes taken.
8.10.2

8.10.3

8.10.4

Despite attempts by the General
Secretary to locate notes, two of
the workshops do not have
supporting notes (Black Police
Association Legacy, NILE –
Engaging with the Criminal
Justice System and Institutional
Mental Stress).
It was communicated to the
report author that as the
Institutional
Mental
Stress
workshop was supported by a
comprehensive
powerpoint
presentation, it was felt that a
note was not needed. This has
made it virtually impossible for
the report author to gain a clear
understanding of all the issues
and recommendations stemming
from all workshops.
Again, this is not to apportion
blame.
It
is
instead
an
opportunity for learning and for
the NBPA Executive to put in
place clear processes for future
conferences
and
events.
Furthermore,
monitoring
information of who attended the
workshops would have been
important to capture. Again, this
information was unavailable.

8.11 Conference Evaluation Report
An important issue, which arose as a
result of the conference, was the issue
of the conference report. By way of
background, this report has arisen due
to inherent weaknesses in the initial
conference report. Issues which stem
from a lack of a conference evaluation
brief.
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8.11.1 It is apparent from the
evaluation
findings
and
discussions with the President
and General Secretary that the
NBPA has lacked a clear
performance
management
framework and this extends
also to evaluation frameworks
for conference reports.
8.11.2 In addition, it is apparent that
there is no process for
commissioning work of this
nature. This is once again not
to apportion blame, instead it
must be acknowledged that this
is a situation which has been
inherited
by
the
current
President of the NBPA and
General Secretary.
8.11.3 Work needs to be taken to
develop both an effective
evaluation
framework
for
conferences and events, which
is used to commission external
work in conjunction with a
transparent
commissioning
process.

8.12 Recommendations

%
The recommendations are as follows:
•

Prior to future conferences, the
conference
planning
team
should ensure that note takers
are properly briefed about their
role.

•

Note takers should meet with
the
conference
planners/evaluator
and
workshop
facilitator
immediately prior to the start of
the conference. This will
provide an opportunity for any
outstanding issues or concerns
to be addressed.

•

To support them in their role
the Conference planning team
should
develop
a
role
descriptor for the note-taker.
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This would ensure that the
individual understands their
role and the importance of it
within an evaluative context.
The role profile should include
the importance of capturing a
comprehensive note of the
workshop
discussion;
mechanisms for dissemination
of the note to the Conference
Evaluation
Team
and
management of the workshop
register.
•

Consideration should be given
to ensuring that overarching
goal of conference workshops
is
quality
over
quantity.
Therefore consideration should
be given to workshops being of
an adequate duration to ensure
effective
feedback
and
discussion of delegates.

•

Information on conference
workshop attendees must be
retained
by
the
projectplanning group.

Work needs to be taken to develop
both an effective evaluation framework
for conferences and events, which is
used to commission external work in
conjunction
with
a
transparent
commissioning process.
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Findings

Recommendation

Priority

1. Employment Performance Monitoring

Performance Management

High%

%
a) The NBPA Executive to develop and sustain a performance management regime. This
should involve the collation, monitoring and analysis of the following; BPA membership;
thematic issues at the local level; race and religious discrimination cases; (including
those cases which involve intersectionality) number of Race and Religious Belief
discrimination cases, which go through the Early Conciliation Scheme. This information
to be presented in report format to the NBPA Executive, quarterly. The report should
endeavour to identify themes, trends and issues at local and national level.
b) The NBPA General Secretary role to be revised, to include responsibility for the
collation, monitoring, analysis and reporting of NBPA performance management data
quarterly.
c) The NBPA and BPA chapters to engage proactively and innovatively with its members to
assess the impact of the following on its members; the introduction of fees for
employment tribunals; the abolition of the statutory discrimination questionnaire on
members who pursue cases of discrimination.
d) The NBPA to closely monitor the proceedings in the employment tribunal fees judicial
review and update its members accordingly.
e) The NBPA to sign up to the Discrimination Law Association and circulate the regular
bulletin to its members.
f) The NBPA President and General Secretary to update the NEC and its members on the
progress of the investigation into the change of employment tribunal data identified as a
result of this report.
g) The NBPA to be alive to the impact of the decision of the Coalition Government to
abolish the protection afforded by Third Party Harassment legislation.

The NBPA lacks an effective performance
management regime within which to collate,
monitor and analyse membership, issues
and analyse trends faced by members at
national and local level.
%

%
%
%
%
%
%
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1.2 Performance Management Conference Planning and Evaluation
The NBPA lacks an effective performance
management regime and does not factor
evaluation considerations into conference
planning.
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Performance Management - Conference Planning and Evaluation

a) Conferences and events must be underpinned by a robust monitoring regime. The type
of data which should be gathered is as follows; gender; staff/officer; police force area;
length of service.
b) Prior to future conferences, the conference planning team should ensure that note takers
are properly briefed about their role. To support them in their role the Conference, the
planning team should develop a role descriptor for the note-taker. This would ensure that
the individual understands their role and the importance of it within an evaluative
context. The role profile should include the importance of capturing a comprehensive
note of the workshop discussion; mechanisms for dissemination of the note to the
Conference Evaluation Team and management of the workshop register.
c) Note takers should meet with the conference planners/evaluator and workshop facilitator
immediately prior to the start of the conference. This will provide an opportunity for any
outstanding issues or concerns to be addressed.
d) Consideration to be given to ensuring that future conference events specifically
conference key-note speeches and panel debates are recorded by a stenographer.
e) Consideration should be given to ensuring that the overarching goal of the conference
workshops is quality over quantity. Therefore consideration should be given to
workshops being of an adequate duration to ensure effective feedback and discussion.
f) Information on conference workshop attendees, must be retained by the project-planning
group.
g) Work needs to be taken to develop an effective evaluative framework for conferences
and events. This is to be used to commission external evaluations within a transparent
commissioning process.

High
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2. Governance

High
%

The NBPA is neither locked into governance
arrangements of those agencies tasked by
the Government to advance the agenda of
BME staff in the police, nor sighted into
parliamentary business (select committees)
which aim to understand and address issues
around race and policing.
%

a) The NBPA to formally request from the College of Policing, information as to how it is
included within the College of Policing's governance arrangements, in relation to
initiatives and interventions which impact on its members (service delivery and
employment). This letter to be copied to the following; the Chair of NILE, the Chair of the
Home Affairs Select Committee, Rt Hon. Keith Vaz and the Home Secretary.
b) The NBPA Executive formerly to request from the Chief Executive of the Policing
College; the full survey report it conducted on BME staff; clarification around the finding
of the BME Questionnaire around the centralisation of support networks.
c) The NBPA Executive to lobby the Policing College to ensure it is 'locked’ into
governance arrangements on all race related issues pursued by the College.
d) Failing an effective response to 2a, 2b, 2c (above), the NBPA President, Met BPA Chair
and General Secretary will meet with Jack Dromey MP (Shadow Minister for Policing)
with a view to him raising the following questions in the House of Commons;
• A full copy of the College of Policing BME 2018 Survey Report;
• Whether the NBPA were provided with a full copy of the BME 2018 survey report
and if not, why not; and
• Whether there are any plans by the College of Policing to centralise the NBPA within
its structures.
e) The NBPA Executive ensures that it is effectively sighted in developments and
discussions that affect its role and members.
f) The NBPA signs up immediately to the Home Affairs Select Committee Twitter Feed.
g) The NBPA Executive to appoint a Parliamentary Officer from the Executive to work
closely with the NBPA President and General Secretary to identify, monitor and report
on parliamentary business issues of race, policing and employment.
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3. Communication
%
%
The NBPA does not communicate effectively
or share best practice with local chapters
and rank and file members.
%
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High%
a) The NBPA to utilise its proposed newsletter to include the following:
• Comprehensive updates on national initiatives in the area of employment, which will
impact on its members;
• Updates on activities and events by local areas presented thematically; community
engagement, service delivery and employment;
• Changes in legislation which will have an impact on BME staff; and
• Parliamentary business, which affects the work around race and policing.
b) The NBPA monitors and reports on the outcome of the EHRC Inquiry into the Met Police
through a special bulletin for its members.
c) That the NBPA organises itself to respond strategically and effectively to the following;
forthcoming Section 95 Race and the CJS Publication; How Fair is Britain Update
(ECHR) and data releases by the Home Office and College Policing on issues affecting
the recruitment, retention and progression of BME staff.
d) That the NBPA General Secretary and Parliamentary Officer collate reports and links to
its website on those matters which affect its members including Select Committee
Reports, parliamentary questions and answers. It is advised that these are used as
background material to support the drafting of briefings and press releases.
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
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4. Conference Report Limitations
The conference report is limited in its scope,
yet it has unmasked a number of issues,
which require further exploration by the
NBPA Executive.

High
a) The NBPA Executive to undertake a ‘stocktake review’ of the organisation. This is to
include the following; qualitative and quantitative research with NBPA members to
understand issues at local and national level, review of all NBPA governance
arrangements, identification of achievements, challenges, priorities and future strategic
direction; enhancement of work undertaken formalised mechanisms of engaging NBPA
leaders, which best captures and retains knowledge, experience and skills and an
exploration of the issues underpinning the scoping work undertaken by Tola Munro,
NBPA Executive Member Gwent on local BPAs (See Annex 2).
b) To build the capacity and competency of the NBPA, the stocktake should be undertaken
‘in-house’ by the NBPA President supported by the General Secretary and MET BPA
Chair.
c) The ‘stocktake review’ to be overseen by a Programme Board.
d) External funding to be sought to undertake this work. Trust for London to be approached
in the first instance. A part of the funding to be used to backfill the post of the NBPA
President for 6 months full time.
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5. The NBPA Legacy
The NBPA is an important organisation in the
history of Black struggle and criminal justice
in the UK. As such, it is vital that it develops
its own narrative on its evolution and history.

High
a) NBPA to commission the publication of an authoritative history of the organisation (oral
and archival history). This is to include a series of national and celebratory events and a
photographic exhibition. Heritage Lottery Fund to be approached for funding in the first
instance and media outlets which have been favourable to the NBPA to be approached
for sponsorship.

6. Service Delivery
The NBPA has limited its focus to
longstanding issues of concern in the area of
race and policing. It should seek to diversify
and include those new and emerging issues,
which impact on BME communities. As part
of this, it must seek to actively involve nonpolice staff and women.

Medium
a) That the NBPA develops a clear framework to involve BME women, both staff and
officers in the following areas; sexual grooming; female genital mutilation, honour based
violence; forced marriage.
b) The NBPA Executive undertakes a mapping exercise and identifies the geographical
areas where those crime types are most prevalent and commits to undertaking focussed
work in partnership with relevant agencies.
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7. Community Engagement
The Community Engagement element of
Best Use of Stop and Search provides an
exciting opportunity for the NBPA at both
local and national level to work with Police
forces to develop a range of supportive and
customised
community
engagement
packages and to generate income. The
planned introduction of ‘Super Complaints’
provides a unique avenue for the NBPA to
explore.

High
a) That the NBPA develops a pilot project to support the Community Involvement element
of Best Use of Stop and Search. Ideally, this should be undertaken in an urban and rural
area.
b) That the NBPA Executive considers the development of an effective community
engagement monitoring framework which will enable it to monitor and measure the type,
level and outcome of community engagement activity.
c) That the NBPA Executive in conjunction with the Jewish Staff network and Association
of Muslim Police Officers undertake a series of joint community events aimed at issues
around anti-Semitism and extremism. This should also include issues around far right
extremism.
d) That the NBPA develops a clear framework in how it can involve BME female officers
and staff to engage with those groups which are at risk of radicalisation.
e) That the NBPA consider whether it or those groups to which it is associated, establish
themselves (either individually or as a consortium) to be able to undertake the work of
Super-Complaints.
f) That the NBPA closely monitors developments around Super-Complaints.

8. Community Engagement -Young
People
The recent findings of the All Party
Parliamentary Committee Report into Young
People and the Police presents a timely
opportunity for the BPACT Voyage Initiative
to be disseminated throughout London and
England and Wales on a phased basis.

Low

a) The NBPA Executive to work with the Chief Executive of BPACT Voyage to explore how
the project can be disseminated throughout London and England and Wales on a
phased basis.
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9. Employment
The institutional mental health workshop was
successful
and
pertinent
for
NBPA
delegates. It requires a relevant and
innovative response from the NBPA
Executive.

Medium
a) The NBPA Executive to consider the development of a pilot project to provide
counselling and support to NBPA members who are suffering from race discrimination.
b) As part of the development of the business case for the project, the NBPA undertakes a
costing exercise- to identify the costs associated with the following; sickness absence
related to stress as a result of racial discrimination and harassment, NHS and healthcare
costs in terms of medication and GP services; legal costs associated with race
discrimination cases, including both in house and external representation.
c) That the NBPA explores diverse funding opportunities to realise this initiative on a multi
agency level. This must involve health.
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Appendices
Annex 1
Notice of publication of Terms of Reference Statutory Investigation under section 20
and schedule 2 of the Equality Act 2006 into the Metropolitan Police Service by the
Equality and Human Rights Commission
Interpretation
1. For the purposes of these terms of reference the following phrases have the
meanings set out belowa.
b.
c.
d.

1.
2.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Scope

‘The 2006 Act’ means the Equality Act 2006;
‘The 2010 Act’ means the Equality Act 2010;
“The Commission” means the Equality and Human Rights Commission;
Previous equality enactments’ refers to the enactments listed at section
137(2) of the 2010 Act;
e.
‘Police service staff’ includes all police officers, police staff and the special
constabulary within the MPS;
f.
'MPS procedures' are those practices and procedures operated by the MPS’s
Directorate of Professional Standards (DPS), under its Fairness at Work
policy (FAW), and any other relevant processes by which complaints of
unlawful discrimination are considered, investigated or addressed within the
MPS;
g.
'Complaints of discrimination' include all complaints, grievances, problems, or
concerns involving potential discrimination, harassment or victimisation in the
workplace because of a protected characteristic under the 2010 Act, or under
the previous equality enactments, Which were made in good faith by police service staff to the MPS between the
beginning of January 2011 and the end of September 2014; and
Which were within the scope of the MPS procedures, or would have been had they
been pursued further;
h.
The phrase ‘complaints of discrimination’ includes complaints as described
above whether formally or informally made, and whether or not the
complainant alleged or made specific reference to the terms 'discrimination' or
'harassment' or 'victimisation'.
i.
‘Unlawful act’ means any act or omission in the establishment,
implementation or operation of MPS procedures in such a way so as to cause
an unlawful detriment to a complainant by reason of
Either
The protected characteristics of race, sex or sexual orientation, and
Such act or omission being discrimination within one or more of sections 13, (direct
discrimination), 19 (indirect discrimination), and/or 27 (victimisation) of the 2010 Act,
and
Such discrimination being prohibited by the 2010 Act,
Or
A contravention of the cognate provisions of the previous equality enactments
replaced by the 2010 Act that began before and continued after the 1st October 2010;
j.
Reference to the ‘ACAS Code of Practice’ is to the current version of the
ACAS Code of Practice 1 on Disciplinary and Grievance procedures.
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2. In order to make conclusions and recommendations pursuant to the provisions of the
2006 Act as to the respective past, current and future establishment, implementation
or operation of MPS procedures, the investigation will consider whether there were
unlawful acts in the treatment of complaints by Police service staff of sex and/or race
and or sexual orientation discrimination under MPS procedures between the
beginning of January 2011 and the end of September 2014.
3. For these purposes the investigation will examine a. How complaints of discrimination in the workplace have been dealt with in
comparison with other types of complaints, including factors such as:
timeliness, fairness, transparency, reaching a resolution and (where
appropriate) redress for the complainant;
b. The cause or causes for any differential treatment found under (a);
c. Any extent to which the perception of organisational risk, cost or potential
detriment to the reputations and/or prospects of implicated individuals (as
opposed to the need to provide protection and redress for Police service
staff and the need for the elimination of discrimination) has adversely
impacted on the independent operation of the MPS procedures;
d. Whether references to, or potential findings of discrimination may have
been changed, or deleted, in reports relating to discrimination complaints
and, if so, whether this was due to the impact (on those responsible for
drafting and quality assuring reports or deciding next steps) of written
policies, cultural factors, guidance, instructions or practice;
e. Whether all personnel involved in the MPS procedures (including
complainants, managers, advisers and quality assurance reviewers
operating the procedures) have had access to sufficient and appropriate
guidance and support to instigate, pursue, assess or manage complaints
of discrimination;
f. Whether cases of potential misconduct arising from discrimination are
appropriately referred for action by the DPS or other action by
management;
g. Whether the steps taken by MPS subsequent to cases investigated have
reduced or eliminated the risk of unlawful acts and omissions occurring;
h. The impact if any of the ACAS Code of Practice on the above matters.
Sources of information
4. The Commission will use all its powers under the 2006 Act to obtain the necessary
information to conduct its investigation and it will consider any other information that
it receives from the public or past or present police service staff.
5. The evidence that the Commission will consider will include:
a. Documentation and information in whatever format it is stored (including
digital) in relation to complaints or potential complaints of discrimination,
including reports and supporting materials including (in all cases) final,
archived, deleted and draft versions that is within the MPS' possession,
control or power of recovery;
b. The views and experiences of Police service staff who have since
January 2011 made discrimination complaints under the MPS procedures
(or who have considered and then not pursued such a complaint) and the
views and experiences of their representatives and of any witnesses;
c. The views and experiences of managers, advisers and quality assurance
reviewers operating the MPS procedures;
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d. The outcomes of cases of alleged misconduct arising from discrimination
complaints and of any disciplinary action taken by MPS since January
2011;
e. The outcomes of discrimination complaints heard under any MPS
procedures, including the current employment situation of the complainant
in each case;
f. All information and documentation relating to its workforce and the MPS
procedures produced by the MPS in complying with its obligations under
the public sector equality duty set out in section 149 of the 2010 Act and
under the Equality Act 2010 (Specific Duties) Regulations 2011;
g. Any other evidence relevant to the investigation.
Communications concerning this investigation
6. Any communications concerning the content or progress of this investigation may be
sent in confidence to MPSInvestigation@equalityhumanrights.com
Dated the …… day of …… 2014

MARK HAMMOND
Chief Executive of the Equality and
Human Rights Commission,
Fleetbank House,
2-6 Salisbury Square,
London EC4Y 8JX
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Annex 2
Scoping Research by Tola Munro Gwent
Research carried out last year between May and June 2014. The aim was to see
what names ‘Black’ Police Associations called themselves. This was to inform the
debate within Gwent Police regarding a name and constitution change to reflect the
mix within our organisation and communities.
Methodology was to contact each force via Freedom of Information to ask the
following:
I would like to know the following:
1.
2.
3.

In your organisation, how many staff associations or support networks do you
have for minority ethnic officers and staff (e.g. Black/Sikh/Muslim Police
Association)?
What is it/are they called?
Which ethnic categories do they include (e.g. Black, Asian, Mixed,
Oriental/Chinese, White non-British)?

An email response will be fine.
Responses - All forces responded within a suitable amount of time except Wiltshire
and the Met – I am still awaiting responses. I made an error in the wording of my
question and therefore, received some unexpected responses. Where that was the
case, I carried out an internet search of the force to see if they did have a ‘BPA’.
Summary – BPA remains the most common title (19), with four electing to call
themselves BAPA. Half of the forces/organisation call themselves by another name,
the most common featuring Minority Ethnic or Ethnic Minority (in line with being
BMEs).
Seven forces have multiple associations for Ethnic Minority staff and officers.
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Annex 3
Criminal Justice and Courts Act 2015
Offences involving police or prison officers corrupt or other improper exercise of
police powers and privileges.
A police constable listed in subsection (3) commits an offence if he or she—
(a) Exercises the powers and privileges of a constable improperly, and
(b) Knows or ought to know that the exercise is improper.
A police constable guilty of an offence under this section is liable, on conviction on
indictment, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 14 years or a fine (or both).
The police constables referred to in subsection (1) are—
(a) A constable of a police force in England and Wales;
(b) A special constable for a police area in England and Wales;
(c) A constable or special constable of the British Transport Police Force;
(d) A constable of the Civil Nuclear Constabulary;
(e) A constable of the Ministry of Defence Police;
(f) A National Crime Agency officer designated under section 9 or 10 of the
Crime and Courts Act 2013 as having the powers and privileges of a
constable.
For the purposes of this section, a police constable exercises the powers and
privileges of a constable improperly if—
(a) He or she exercises a power or privilege of a constable for the purpose of
achieving—
(i) A benefit for himself or herself, or
(ii) A benefit or a detriment for another person, and
(b) A reasonable person would not expect the power or privilege to be
exercised for the purpose of achieving that benefit or detriment.
For the purposes of this section, a police constable is to be treated as exercising the
powers and privileges of a constable improperly in the cases described in
subsections (6) and (7).
The first case is where—
(a) The police constable fails to exercise a power or privilege of a constable,
(b) The purpose of the failure is to achieve a benefit or detriment described in
subsection (4)(a), and
(c) A reasonable person would not expect a constable to fail to exercise the
power or privilege for the purpose of achieving that benefit or detriment.
The second case is where—
(a) The police constable threatens to exercise, or not to exercise, a power or
privilege of a constable,
(b) The threat is made for the purpose of achieving a benefit or detriment
described in subsection (4)(a), and (b) the provision of health care or social
care.
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(c) A reasonable person would not expect a constable to threaten, to exercise, or not
to exercise, the power or privilege for the purpose of achieving that benefit or
detriment.
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An offence is committed under this section if the act or omission in question takes
place in the United Kingdom or in United Kingdom waters.
In this section— “benefit” and “detriment” mean any benefit or detriment, whether or
not in money or other property and whether temporary or permanent; “United
Kingdom waters” means the sea and other waters within the seaward limits of the
United Kingdom’s territorial sea.
References in this section to exercising, or not exercising, the powers and privileges
of a constable include performing, or not performing, the duties of a constable.
Nothing in this section affects what constitutes the offence of misconduct in public
office at common law in England and Wales or Northern Ireland.
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